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The nation's educational systems persist because Americans believe that schools do
something worthwhile that no other social institution can do. This something of value
deserving support is generally expressed as a combination of the right of the individ-
ual to equal and adequate educational opportunities, and society's need for citizens
who can participate effectively in the world of their day. Lofty statements, such as
"education for effective citizenship," "self-realization for every individual," and "pur-
suit of excellence," resound this general belief in the value of education. The Pres-
ident's Commission on National Goals (1960) stated:

The development of the individual and the nation demands that education at every
level and in every discipline be strengthened and its effectiveness enhanced ... Great-
er resources private, corporate, municipal, state, and federal must be mobilized.
A higher proportion of gross national product must be devoted to education purposes.
This is at once an investment in the individual, in the democratic process, in the growth
of the economy and in the stature of the United States.

In such worthy terms, proposals such as the &hove can act as symbols pointing to
future goals. Preparation of the young for present and future effectiveness and self
realization in a free society has been the general objective of American education, yet
translation of such goals into specifics has always been a difficult problem. The Wis-
consin Social Studies Curriculum Study has been dealing with this problem since
1964, and, due in large measure to this effort, we can be justly proud of the nature
of social studies education in Wisconsin.

In 1964 A Conceptual Framework for the Social Studies in Wisconsin Schools was
published as one possible guide for school systems and social studies teachers in their
efforts to improve local programs. The two major purposes of this document were:



(1) to familiarize the teacher with the several social science utsciplines hopefully
creating a more open curriculum; and (2) to provide a guide for coordinating the K-12
social studies program, delineating some common concepts in increasing degrees of
sophistication. Because of widespread acceptance and use of this planning aid, not
only a second but a third reprinting was found necessary. Thus, the 1967 revision
entitled A Conceptual Framework for the Social Studies was published. It too has
been in constant demand; however, the curriculum workers who have found use for
it have consisiently expressed the need for a companion publication to assist them in
further development and teacher-learning procedures.

Specific concern seems to center around demands for help in the areas of (1) the
nature of knowledge, (2) inquiry and problem solving techniques and (3) values and
,,aluing. To help meet this Peed the State Social Studies Curriculum Committee has
worked for over a year ol this present publication. I am sure the social studies educa-
tors will find the infonnatit,r, interesting and useful. Further, the specific examples of
teaching strategies will certainly classify this work as something over and above a
philosophical statement.

This publication was designed primarily for use in inservice and preservice experi-
ences: It is hoped that the ideas contained herein will serve as a viable tool for in-
structional leaders in social studies education. Teachers should also find the several
specific strategies useful as they design daily lessons. Finally, it should be clear that
other disciplines outside the social studies may find utility in this guide, and certainly
those schools that are considering a combination of social studies and science or social
studies, science and English, will find a plan for integration in the following pages.

To the many people who devoted so much of their time and talent to the creation
of this bulletin, may I express a grateful "well done!"

William C. Kahl
State Superintendent of Public Instruction



Introduction

The Role of Social Studies
in Education

For years, many educators have been con-
cerned with the need to describe objectives in
specific terms. Some time ago, Ralph Tyler and
others identified three broad areas of educa-
tional objectives: (1) knowledge, (2) skills and
processes and (3) values. In their two-volume
work, Taxonomy of Educational Objectives,
Benjamin Bloom, David R. Kra thwohl and
others attempted to develop a more precise and
comprehensive system of categorizing educa-
tional objectives: (1) knowledge, (2) skills and
agreed entirely with such statements, especially
in regard to their nomenclature, but planning
carefully and developing purposeful activities
in education are generally accepted.

Tyler's three broad educational objectives
listed above can be found in any effective social
studies program. "Knowledge" in the social
studies concerns matters such as the nature of
man, the nature of the world, the heritage of
the pas: and the totality of contemporary social
life. "Skills and processes" in the social studies
involve the development of those skills em-
ployed by social scientists. They would include
reading, writing, map usage and other data col-
lecting techniques as well as processes such as
hypothesis formation and testing. "Valuing" in
the social studies includes helping pupils to:
(1) recognize the social values of our society, (2)
clarify their own structure of values and (3) re-
concile value conflicts.

Each area of the educational program has its
unique problems and social studies is no excep-
tion. Yet, reflection upon such "problems" indi-
cates positive opportunities. For example:

1. Much of the subject matter of social stud-
ies courses is constantly changing. On the
one hand, this presents a problem in that
it requires continuing professional growth.

On the other hand, the social studies class
can take on "life-like" characteristics be-
cause life too is constantly changing.

2. Societies generally attempt to transmit
their culture or way of life to their young
people. The tendency to perpetuate the
status quo reflects the aspiration of all
societies toward self-preservation. In
"progress oriented" United States, the
school is also expected to assist in the
change and improvement of the culture.

Obviously, this is a role which is self-con-
tradictory, and one that can present prob-
lems and opportunities for the classroom
teacher.

3. While the pupil must prepare to function
effectively as a member of both primary
and secondary groups, he must also be
able to attain personal autonomy, "Social-
izing" and ";ndividualizing" are at op-
posite ends of a spectrum. However,
pupils must see a democratic society as a
reconciliation between "socializing" and
"individualizing." To some extent social
studies education is fraught with para-
doxes, yet these can be used to make the
social studies class dynarni? and "reality
oriented."

Social Studies Education in the
1960's and 1970's

The history of American education reveals a
steadfast faith in progress. In spite of changes
that have come about, educators have never
been satisfied and have continually sought
greater improvements. The demand for im-
provements was stronger in the late '60's than
in any other single period in our nation's his-
tory, and it appears that this trend will continue
into the 1970's. The "ferment in the social stud-
ies" reflects the general tenor of our times.

The rising expectations of different groups
within our society for or against change have



also encouraged searching re-assessment of tra-
ditional social studies programs. Some people
have unlimited faith in education as the solu-
tion to any and all social problems. They ask,
in a sense, "Why don't the social studies get
with it?" Others decry the changes in tradition-
al curriculum and seek preservation of the fa-
miliar. Thus, prodding conies from both liberal
and coilservatim forces.

Although they seek different ends, all forces
would employ the school program as their
means. Contrasting views are an integral part
of the "now" generation. Modern man sits in
his living room and watches instantaneous tele-
vision broadcasts of political or sports events
taking place thousands of miles away. Modern
media can provide an almndanee of stimuli
today and modem man commands greater num-
bers of options in pleasure, education and work.
Americans casually accept rather than marvel at
such wonders as moon walking and computer-
ized data processing systems. Swift solutions of
problems and immediate gratification of desires
are often taken for granted in modern life. It is
hardly surprising then that critics often expect
curriculum workers and teachers to update so-
cial studies overnight.

The maturing social sciences and the wide

dissemination of their findings have provided
insights to help people better understand the
contemporary scene. These findings have con-
tributed to the desire to upgrade social studies
curriculum as soon as possible.

Knowledge, Processes and Values in
the New Social Studies

It was in the climate described above that
the State of Wisconsin Social Studies Commit-
tee began deliberations in 1962 which led to the
publication of A Conceptual Framework for the
Social Studies. This document appeared in 1964
and in a revised edition in 1967. It has been en-
thusiastically received by social studies teachers
and curriculum developers throughout Wiscon-
sin and the nation as a whole. The Committee
recognizes that the Framework deals directly
with just one objective of :,racial studies educa-
tion knowledge, and that it touches on such
things as processes and values only implicitly.
This realization has led this group of Wisconsin
educators to prepare Knowledge, Processes and
Values in the New Social Studies. The Commit-
tee hopes that this bulletin will give social stud-
ies educators greater insight into both the ends
and means of social studies education.
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Part I

Knowledge in the New Social Studies

Overview

The development of curriculum and instruc-
tion is ordinarily built upon three basic consid-
erations: (1) The nature and demands of society;
(2) The nature of knowledge; and (3) The nature
of learners and the learning process.

The forces of change in all aspects of living
and working have created a new imperative for
the schools in their task of educating students.
This imperative is that students must become
more knowledgeable about the conditions,
problems and realities surrounding them, and
must, at the same time, become more skillful
in the application of knowledge. Satisfying this
demand is complicated because change occurs
so rapidly that new knowledge confronts man
even before he can understand the past. Besides
the linear explosion of knowledge, combinations
of new and old knowledge. give the knowledge
explosion a multi-dimensional characteristic
which compounds the problem further. With
each passing ytar, we can assume that a smaller
proportion of man's total knowledge will be
learned. Social studies knowledge must be
viewed not only as a product but also as a tool
to be applied toward the solution of personal
and social problems in a world of constantly ac-
celerating rates of change.

AIIIIMmIlili.111111

In the time allocated for social studies in the
schools, it is crucial that students acquire the
most reliable, significant and transferable units
of knowledge and thought -- concepts, gener-
alizations and theories -- since these units trans-
form, compress and organize experience and
provide a necessary part of the framework for
thinking. Students must then master the most
significant concepts, generalizations and theo-
ries of social studies as well as develop reflec-
tive skills to learn more, to test what they lean),
and io apply what they learn to social and per-
sonal problems.

While present educational practice tends to
be dominated by the notion that intelligence is
a single kind of ability which can be expressed
as an 1.Q. score, a re-examination of this as-
sumption has led some to describe intelligence
in terms of multiple abilities, each of which is
amenable to improvement through instruction.
Developmental stage theory suggests that the
child passes through three periods in his cog-
nitive development. The Bruner hypothesis that
any subject can be taught in some ir tellectually
honest form to any child at any stage of (level
opment is taken here to assume not only the
use of concepts that the child can understand,
but that the learning experience be appropriate
to his stage of cognitive development. The Con-



ceptual Framework* provides a curriculum or-
ganization for the social studies consisting of
selected concepts and generalizations from the
various social science disciplines related by
grade level to approximate stages of cognitive
development. These units of knowledge furnish
a substantive element for the progressive de-
velopment of structure in the social studies.

Social studies education is concerned with:
(1) The concepts, generalizations and theories
of a discipline (i.e., a conceptual framework);
and (2) The methods and procedures utilized by
scholars in developing or adding to these funda-
mentals. To achieve the fullest understanding
of this conceptual-cognitive curriculum, teach-
ers need to analyze cognitive process, products,
and teaching strategies. Although the unique
nature of each social science is recognized, the
reflective method describAl here is appropriate
for all social inquiring and explanation.

°See Appendix A.

Teaching Intellectual Abilities and Skills

Teaching social knowledge is an important
function of social studies education. Although
social studies teachers are concerned with psy-
chomotor skills and with values and attitudes,
many of their educational objectives and much
of their instructional time and effort are cog-
nitive in nature. Social studies educators and
laymen generally agree that pupils should have
knowledge of topics such as United States his-
tory, American government and politics, West-
ern heritage, non-Western cultures; and
capitalism, communism and socialism. Social
studies educators also agree that their students
should become proficient in thinking processes
which include "critical thinking," "analysis,"
"inquiry," "problem solving" or "reflection."

Ti.is concern with knowledge, intellectual
abilities and s!dlls suggests that attention should
be given to cognitive learning and teaching

11

practices in the social studies. The selection and
use of materials, the conduct of instructional ac-
tivities and the nature of evaluation will all be
influenced by the teachers' notions of what
knowledge is, how it is learned and how it is
used.

Part I of this bulletin concentrates on the
learning of more abstract, transferable and use-
ful kinds of ec-0:ent comprised of concepts, gen-
eralizations and theories rather than the learn-
ing of specific facts and terminology by rote.
This relatively abstract kind of subject matter
becomes meaniigful as it is related to what the
student already knows, and as the student uses
knowledge to explain reality. This part of the
bulletin describes a range of strategies for
teaching the various kinds of abstract know-
ledge and outlines approaches to evaluating
students' mastery of them. It is intended to help
teachers plan more effectively for the teaching
of conceptual content and to help the social
studies coordinator or local social studies cur-
riculum committee deal with the important
issue of designing a social studies program that
introduces and develops knowledge at an
ever-increasing level of sophistication. The
basic notion here is that there is a relationship
between how knowledge is classified (concepts,
generalizations, etc.) and the teaching strategies
used in the classroom. For example, the concept
of change may be introduced in kindergarten
and further developed as the students mature.
However, teaching change as a ceueept per se
can only have limited utility that of concept
development. To increase the students' know-
ledge of change, change must also be dealt with
at higher levels of sophistication.

The principal kinds of knowledge dealt with
here are labeled concepts, generalizations and
theories. This system of labels is consistent with
most literature about knowledge. These ele-
ments of knowledge can be related to each
other and to facts and attributes in structures of
knowledge as illustrated in Figures 1, 2 and 3.



Figure 'I

Price Determination Theory In a Competitive Market

[The amount (of a good) supplied to the market will vary directly with the price;
The amount demanded vill vary inversely with the price.]

An increase in the price of
any good will generally call
forth a larger amount of
that good.

Price Good

Generalizations

t
A decrease in price will re-
duce the rate of supply
coming to the market.

Product

The higher the price of a
product (good) the less of
that product people will be
willing to buy.

t frt
Concepts

Supply

t t t
Demand

Facts
The price of 1 lb. of butter today is 9O4'

The price of 1 lb. of butter two months ago was 8544.
The price of 1 lb. of butter six months ago was 87e.

12

The lower the price of a
product, the more people
will be willing to buy.

Buyer Seller
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Figure 2

Price Determination

Supply cum

.4-- Point of equilibrium (market price)

Demand curve

8

OA = Price
OB = Number of units that will be sold at OA price

Each kind of knowledge includes in its meaning has characteristics which distinguish it from the

those elements of knowledge at the lower 1ev- others and influence its relative position in the

els, and each lower level supports the meaning structure.

of the higher levels. Each kind of knowledge



Figure 3

An Example of Interrelatedness of Knowledge

Theory/ \
G eneralization Generalization

Facts Facts Facts

The diagram of the interrelationship of kinds
of knowledge represented in Figure 3 is an ad-
mitted over-simplification of this idea. The
reader will recognize that there can be differ-
ences in the complexity of entire structures. For
example, there are concepts which are more so-
phisticated than some generalizations. In any
graphic presentation of knowledge one arbitrar-
ily builds a structure. This structure is useful
only if it serves to help one sense the interrela-
tedness between given elements. "afferent psy-
chologists might opt for different names for the

Concept

\\.
Facts

elements, or even indicate that all knowledge is
at the "concept level"; it is simply a matter of
complexity of different concepts.

The above is recognized. However, the thesis
here is that knowledge is part of the "product"
which teachers teach, and a more thorough in-
sight of knowledge is one prerequisite to mean-
ingful instruction and learning.

Psychologically, theories, generalizations and
concepts are a person's subjective, internalized
understanding, but each can be represented in
a communication and demonstrated in observ-



able outward behaviors. The following para-
graphs deal with the nature and teaching of
concepts, generalizations and theories.

Concepts

In social studies education, a concept is a ca-
tegorization of things, events, or ideas; a con-
vention; a carrier of meaning. It can be assumed
that everyone's conception of a category may be
somewhat different. The teacher should bring
his students to anawareness that concepts are
based on some agreed-upon attributes, while,
at the same time, they may vary among individ-
uals. Concepts are useful for many reasons.
They aid in communication, they serve as tools
for thinking, and in an era characterized by
change and rapid growth io knowledge, con-
cepts serve to give meaning and order to reality.
The following explanations of attributes,
classes and symbols will he useful to describe
concepts.

Attributes

Attributes are distinguishable characteristics
or properties of things, events, or ideas provid-
ing features that can be noted as the same, sim-
ilar, or different. A mountain, for example, has
the features of being big and natural. A city is
characterized as being man-made. A stone has
the properties of being small and natural, a ring
those of being small and man-made.

Some attributes are based on fact in that they
are concrete information that can he verified
from reports of others or through direct obser-
vation. Other attributes arc based on values or
form established by social convention. Recur-
ring themes is a feature of form that distin-
guishes classical music. Being man-made is an
example of a characteristic of music that is
based on fact.

We perceive attributes with varying levels
of awareness. Some attributes seem more si-
lient than others, while others which are com-
monly used might not be obvious, For example,
when people are asked to explain the differ-
ences between dogs and cats, they readily men-
tion attributes like the cat's whiskers and the

dog's bark. Only after considerable effort do
they state characteristics like the shape of the
forehead or the typical gait when running. Yet
if they were given such features alone, they
could tell which were those of the dog and
which those of the cat.

Classes

. Classes are groupings of things, events, or
ideas with the same or similar attributes. Know-
ledge of such classes or categories is common
and useful. People are catergorized by attri-
butes of gender, occupation, kinship, age and
interests. Living things are sorted as plants or
animals, mammal or reptile, bird or fish, domes-
tic or wild. Oversimplifications, such as liberal
or conservative politicians, white, black, or yel-
low races abound in everyday conversation and
many may be characterized as stereotypes
groupings with attributes based partly on fact
but which are essentially false, and more emo-
tional than substantive. Man by nature classi-
fies practically everything according to sets of
attributes, and that which defies ready classifi-
cation confuses, mystifies or frightens him.

Categories are based on one or several key
attributes; while classifiable phenomena have
something elementary in common to qualify for
inclusion under a given heading, they also pos-
sess wide differences within their general cate-
gories. For example, a religious ceremony, a
law, a building and a football game can all be
grouped together so far as they share the attri-
butes of being man-made and based on learned
behavior; but they are not similar in other re-
spects. Wind, a river, a mountain and migration
of swallows differ in many attributes, but they
can be put in the single class o: things that are
natural and not learned. Things in this group
would be excluded from the first because they
do not share the distinguishing attributes of that
class, even though some members of the two
classes may share other features insofar as the
migration and the game are both complexes of
behavior.

Typically, each class is a part of a conceptual
system in which larger classes are divisible into
smaller subclasses. The two classes considered



in the above paragraph, for example, might be
subdivisions of the class of things found in
man's environment. The class of man-made,
learned things could in turn be subdivided into
material things (like the building) and non-ma-
terial things (like the game, law and ceremoi.y).

Symbols and Terms

Each class can have a symbol which identi-
fies the class and its members. The syr bol is
most often a word or group of words but it
could also be a gesture, number, picture, char-
acter or mark. Whatever it is, the symbol serves

as a convienent way to communicate about the
elms. The example of the bird migration, river,
wind and mountain group could be labeled
"natural environment," and we refer to the
group of man-made, socially learned things as
"culture." Both groups together could be named
"the human environment." Within the culture
category, the material things like the building
could be named "artifacts" and the non-material
phenomena Iike the ceremony "non-material
culture." These interrelated classes represented
by their symbols can be illustrated as in
Figure 4.

Figure 4

Symbols in a Class System

The Human Environment

1

Natural Environment
FIVINIMEMIMI

Mater ial

Examples and Non-examples

Examples are members of a particular class,
things that have the distinguishing attributes
of the category. Non-examples are things which
either do not have the key class attributes or
have other attributes which exclude them from
a given class. For example, highways and lan-

16

Culture

Non-material

page are examples of cultural things; valleys
and climate are not.

A concept, then, is the abstract body of mean-
ing a person associates with a category or class,
with members the class and with the symbol
for the class. A concept is a way of giving unity
to diverse elements within a class. The concept



of culture, for example, is one's awareness of at-
tributes shared by cultura things in general,
rather than of the specific attributes of particu-
lar members of the class, such as language, a
religious ceremony or a city.

Each person becomes aware of attributes
from experiences such as hearing discussion of
a category of things or noting examples of the
class. A student who reads that a sociologist
studied culture when he observed urban ghetto
housing, values, morals and family structure
will develop a concept of culture quite different
from that of the student who hears a conversa-
tion linking culture with opera, Shakespeare,
tuxedos and champagne. From the same experi-
ence two students may well associate different
attributes. For Example, if the students consider
the life-ways of New Guinea headhunters in a
study of culture, one student may link the attri-
butes "bizarre" and "undesirable" with culture

Kinds of Outward Behavior
that Show Knowledge of a Concept

to the exclmion of other features while another
student may learn attributes like "learned" and
"diverse."

If someone perceives concept as only a pri-
vate, subjective awareness of attributes not all
of which may be communicated, another person
cannot directly observe or evaluate that per-
son's understanding or meaning. Education
cannot progress in such a situation. In social
studies education, concepts need to be repre-
sentable openly and reliably in definitions
which explain relevant key attributes. In this
manner, students' understandings of concepts
can be developed and evaluated through com-
munication. If a student can define or explain
culture in his own words, for example, there is
some evidence that the student has some under-
standing of the concept. His demonstration of
greater understanding may come from behavior
like the following:

Examples using the concept of culture

Given a new group of examples and non-examples of
concepts, students will be able to identify examples
and non-examples of the concept (elassificatior ).

MO,

Given a drawing or description of a community scene,
students will be able to identify cultural and natural
features.

Given a new problem in which knowledge of the con-
tent is useful but not specified, students will use the
concept to solve the problem (application).

Given pictures or descriptions of different shelters in
the same natural environment and asked why different
groups build different shelters, students will include
the concept of culture in their explanations.

Given motivation, students will be able to find or give
examples of the concept not studied in class (synthesis),

Generalizations

A generalization is an attempt to derive a
general principle from particulars. It is a state-
ment developed to show the relationship be-
tween or among concepts. It can be assumed
that each person's understanding of such a re-
lationship may vary. A generalization involves
whole classes or concepts rather than individual

lf

If told to imagine a visit to a strange land, students
will be able to describe material and non-material
cultural features they might find there.

members or examples and constitutes an asser-
tion that a relationship exists between or among
the concepts. Statements commonly called prin-
ciples, hypotheses and scientific laws are often
communications of generalizations as they are
defined here.

The statement, "cultures change through in-
novation and diffusion," is an example of a gen-



eralization, one which links the concepts of cul-
ture, change, diffusion and innovation, postu-
lating a relationship between them.

A generalization might be considered a kind
of complex concept made up of the attributes
of the component concepts and the relation-
ship between them, and differs in degree from
concepts as discussed earlier. It is a higher-level
abstraction with its own meaning and is greater
than the sum of its parts the concepts in-
cluded. It demands an awareness of the rela-
tionship between its constituent concepts. Since
a generalization is based on inference or rea-
soning and not only on the classification or as-
sociation upon which the concept is 1:ed, it
is more compelling than the concept because
it can be tested for truth and validity. Being
somewhat arbitrary, concepts can be judged
different or similar, but not true or correct. If
people can agree on the meaning of concepts
in a generalization, however, they can test the
generalization by examining appropriate ev-
idence and by reasoning.

Symbols and Communications

Like concepts, generalizations can be repre-
sented in communications by symbols and
terms. Some generalizations are referred to or
named by symbols. "Gresham's law" and "the
principle of diminishing returns" name some
relatively well-known generalizations from ec-
onomics. The example of the generalization
about cultures changing discussed above could

is

be referred to with a symbol like "the rule of
constant cultural change."

Communications for generalizations are typ-
ically statements of the relationship among con-
cepts. The statement, "cultures change through
innovation and diffusion," is also a representa-
tion of the generalization illustrated above.
"Cheap money drives out dear money," is a
communication of Gresham's law. Such com-
munications, of course, contain terms represent-
ing the concepts involved in the generalization.
They are verbalizations of the generalizations
which are useful if persons associate adequate
bodies of attributes with the terms representing
the concepts used.

Generalizations can be illustrated and tested
by examining circumstances or cases in which
examples of the concepts involved in the gener-
alization are found. There are positive and neg-
ative instances in which the relationships as-
serted by a generalization appear to be true,
false, or only partially true. The replacement of
silver-bearing coins by non-silver-bearing coins,
for example, is a positive or true case of Gresh-
am's law. The two kinds of coins both remain-
ing in circulation would be a negative case.
Changes in the British colonies between settle-
ment and the American Revolution are positive
cases of the generalization that cultures always
change. Had there been no inventions and no
borrowing of cultural traits from Indians,
French, or Spanish in the colonies, this relation-
ship between culture and change would be a
negative case of the principle of constant cul-
tural evolution.



Overt Behaviors

Generalizations, like concepts, are essentiilly
internalized understandings. Verbalizing the
relationship gives some evidence of knowledge,

Kinds of Outward Behavior
that Show Knowledge of a Generalization

11

but students' mastery is better demonstrated to
others through observable behaviors, such as
the following:

Examples using the generalization
that "all cultures change constantly"

Given new cases, students will be able to identify pos-
itive or negative cases (classification).

Given descriptions of an old way of life and a new way
of life in a community, students will be able to list in-
stances of cultural change evident from the descrip-
tions.

Given a new problem in which knowledge of the gen-
eralization is useful but not specified, students will use
the generalizations to solve the problems. (application)

If asked whether it is likely that a specified way of life
like that of the Hopi Indians has not changed for a
century and why or why not, students will use the
generalizations among their reasons.

Given motivation, students will be able to create
unique eases of the generalization. (synthesis)

Theories

Now that concepts and generalizations have
been defined and described, let us consider the
cognitive representation that interrelates
groups of generalizations and which we arbi-
trarily term theory. A theory is a representation
or communication which interrelates a number
of concepts and generalizations in an assem-
blage with an identity and meaning of its own.
The component generalizations and concepts
fit together in a pattern so that they comple-
ment and add meaning to each other. The
theory, as defined here, is the most abstract
knowledge in a particular structure, being the
most inclusive, furthest removed from the spe-
cific facts or conventions on which the structure
is based. Theories find their greatest utility in
explanation.

Theories include several kinds of commonly
encountered abstractions. Explanations, such
as Darwin's evolution of species and theses like
Turner's frontier thesis, are common theories
as defined here. Systems, such as the political

If asked to describe what a known community may be
like twenty years later, students will include in their
descriptions a number of cultural innovations and/or
diffusions.

system; creeds, such as Christianity; myths,
such as the Protestant ethic; and operational
theories, such as that for teaching knowledge
as put forth in this paper may be considered
theories. Each is a system comprised of inter-
related concepts and generalizations.

Such theories are not often known and used
consciously and thoroughly as a physician uses
a "model" of human physiology to diagnose ill-
ness or as space scientists use a system of phys-
ical principles to put a satellite in orbit. Part of
a theory may be used when people employ ideas
from a religious creed to explain some of its as-
pects, but ignore or neglect others. Theories
may often be used as a set of operational as-
sumptions about patterns of behavior but nev-
er conciously defined or verbalized. For
example, every socialized adult has an opera-
tional model (either conscious or unconscious)
of social structure. In each group, institution
and gathering in which he finds himself, he
seeks out his appropriate status and role and
follows the appropriate norms and social pro-



cesses. He is aware of a set of such ideas be-
cause he consistently uses them, but he prob-
ably would not or could not verbalize them
without a great deal of introspection and an-
alysis. He certainly would not name the con-
cepts and generalizations of social structure as
a sociologist would, but he probably uses them
just as effectively in his daily routine.

A theory could be regarded as a highly com-
plex concept with the several generalizations
and concepts in the theory providing a maze
of attributes, but it doesn't possess the charac-
teristics of concepts as developed above. It is
more complex and abstract than bodies of at-
tributes associated with whole categories. It is
not derived from the association of attributes
of fact or convention but rather from the ab-
stract relationship of groups of concepts and
generalizations. Like the generalization and
unlike the concept, the theory can be tested for
truth and validity by determining, for example,
whether predictions made according to the
theory are realized, whether it is demonstrable
or whether it agrees with invariable law.

Symbols and Communication

Similar to concepts, theories can be named by
symbols which are usually words or groups of
words. The theory communicated in Figure 5
is labeled Theory of "Cultural Development."
More familiar are the names of theories such as
the atomic theory, economic determinism, lais-
sez-faire capitalism, existentialism or the new
politics.

As with concepts and generalizations, the
meaning of theory can be represented in a com-
munication by graphic representations, such as
a model of the solar system, or in a diagram,
chart or simulation. Whatever form the com-
munication takes, it must represent the key
concepts in the theory and state or imply the
multiple relationships among concepts and gen-
eralizations that comprise the theory.

Key concepts in the theory of Cultural De-
velopment (Figure 5) are represented by bold
face symbols; generalizations are stated in the
boxes. The lines connecting the boxes represent
the relationship among the ideas, the more spe-
cific ideas at the bottom supporting those above
and the more abstract ideas at the top including
or subsuming the meaning of those below.

Each model involves a certain set of circum-
stances which combine to establish the situa-
tional context in which the theory may be
learned or tested. The major concepts and gen-
eralizations in a theory can be identified by its
application to a specific situation. For example,
the changes in Japan since World War II or the
history of ancient Egyptian civilization are sit-
uations for the theory of cultural development
represented in Figure 4. The patterns of life in
Harlem or rural Kansas are situations for a
theory of social organization. How people make
a living in Saudi Arabia or Great Britain are sit-
uations for the theory "economic system." In
each of these examples of theories, the major
concepts and generalizations could be sought
and how they are functionally interrelated
could be examined.



Figure 5
Theory of "Cultural Development"

Cultural Development. Cultures are both dynamic, changing continuously through diffusion and innovation
in response to new needs, problems and opportunities, and conservative, maintaining continuity with cul-
tural heritage.

Cultural base. All that a culture has accumulated
from its cultural heritage influences the rate of and
acceptance or rejection of change.

Cultural inertia. Cultures tend to resist change,
especially of value laden traits. Changes are more
welcome if compatible with cultural base.

I
Cultural lag occurs if one part of a culture changes
more rapidly than related parts, causing maladjust-
ments.

Diffusion. Cultures change by deliberately or in-
cidentally borrowing traits from other cultures.

I
Innovation. Cultures invent new artifacts and be-
haviors by combining elements from the cultural
base in new patterns.

Rate of cultural change varies with size of cultural
base, degree of cultural isolation or contact, cul-
tural inertia, key inventions.

Culture. Groups of peop1.2 develop a shared, dynamic, learned pattern of behavior in response to their need
to cope with the natural environment and to satisy their social, physical, and psychological needs.

A
Cultural uniformity and diversity. All cultures de-
velop the same basic institutions in response to
basic needs but vary greatly in traits.

I

Materiel and non-material culture. Culture includes
man-made things and non-material traits such as
language, values, beliefs, skills, customs.

LTraits and complexes. Culture consists of thousands
of specific learned traits which make up whole pat-
terns or complexes of learned behaviors.

I

Cultural heritage. Culture is the accumulation of all
previous human experience known to a society. Cur-
rent culture is almost all heritage.

I

Cultural continuity. Culture transcends the life and
knowledge of any one person or group and is passed
on through time and space.I
Cultural transmission. Culture is passed from gen-
eration to generation by communication and learn-
ing in both informal and formal socialization.

Man's biological evolution gives
physical pre-adaptations which
make cultural development possi-
ble.

Man has physical, social, and psy-
chological needs which make cul-
ture vital to his well-being and
survival.

I
The physical environment limits
man's behavior. Culture helps him
adapt to and change the natural
environ ment.

The most inclusive and abstract ideas are at the top. Lower ideas support the more absiract levels. Major concepts
arc shown in bold face type.



Overt Behaviors

The following are some observable behaviors
by which students could show their under-
standing of a theory:

Kinds of Outward Behavior Examples using the theory of
Showing Understanding of the Theory cultural development

Students will be able to identify or find situations of
the theory and to identify major components in the
situations (classification).

MIMI.. 'MN 1111.1111.

Given a new problem in which knowledge of the
theory is necessary but not specified, students will use
the theory to solve the problem (application).

In studying ancient Mediterranean cultures, students
will be able to identify situations showing cultural
development and to identify examples of component
generalizations and concepts.

IM1

Given a known culture and a plan to help the people
de ,lop economically, students will use the theory in
listing reasons why or why not aspects of the plan will
work,

Given motivation, students will be able to create
unique situations involving the theory (synthesis).

Structures of Meaningful Knowledge

Theories and their component generaliza-
tions, concepts and attributes form potentially
meaningful structures of knowledge. These
kinds of knowledge in the social studies can be
interrelated in a logical pattern. Concepts are
related to more abstract generalizations which
in turn are related to the most abstract theories.

If asked to write a history of how an imaginary people
developed their current way of life, the students will
use the theory and it, major components.

Each kind of knowledge subsumes or includes
the meaning of less abstract related ideas in its
own unique meaning. Figure 6 illustrates this
interrelationship of types of knowledge in a
structure. (This model is an oversimplification
of knowledge, and it should be stated that in
some cases a concept may he more abstract than
a generalization or a theory.)



Figure 6

A Structure of Knowledge

Interrelated Kinds of Knowledge

Reality

Theory

t
Generalization

ti
Concept

Facts Form

Experience

Examples of Each
Kind of Knowledge

Theory

Values

Circular flow of income

Generalizations

1. What people spend on consumption and in-
vestment depends primarily on the income
they receive.

2. Changes in the level of total spending (pri-
vate consumption and investment along with
government spending) will result in changes
in employment and real output.
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3, Changes in the level of total spending will
result in changes in the price level.

Concepts

Price, money, production, G.N.P., employment,
real output, inflation, investment, spending,
saving.

Such organization of knowledge is potentially
meaningful since it has relatedness. It has in-
ternal meaningfulness in the way that the com-
ponent elements of knowledge interrelate. It
has external meaningfulness in the way it re-
lates to the phenomena in examples, cases and
situations. Thus the separate knowledge ele-
ments and the whole model are useful in stivh
procc.ses as classifying, explaining, predicth g,
analyzing, creating or judging. Psychologically,
structures of knowledge are covert, internal-
ized, subjective understandings or cognitive
abilities which surface in overt behaviors. They
may exist as operational structures implicit in
a person's overt, learned behavior rather than
as conscious, deliberately reasoned credos. Al-
though the concepts and generalizations in the
structures are closely tied to language symbols
and structures, they need not necessarily be
verbalized to be known. Although such a struc-
ture can be represented in an objective, logical
communication as iii Figure 6, everyone, stu-
dents and teachers alike, is an individual per-
ceiver and thinker, His covert undertakings at
all cognitive levels cannot be overlooked.

Cognitive structures of students are multiple
and varied. One may include different concepts
and different generalizations in his models.
Each person has a number of models for use in



different situations; some of them may be in
part or wholly contradictory. They may also
vary in completeness and complexity; a student
at the 12th grade level would tend to have a
greater number of more complex and abstract
concepts in his model of social organization
than he had at the sixth grade level.

Structures of knowledge should be regarded
as dynamic and tentative in two ways. First,
the individual student alters a structure with
new experiences, if, for example, a new experi-
ence causes him to change the generalization
and to add some attributes to component con
cepts. Also, more specific knowledge in a struc-
ture may be forgotten as its meaning is sub-
sumed in more general understanding. Second-
ly, knowledge structures change and paw as
cultures change and grow, and as researchers
in a field argue and change concepts, general-

izations and theories. Our knowledge of human
behavior, for example, has grown and changed
notably in the past few decades as anthropolo-
gists and psycbclogists developed new ideas,
some of which have become quite widely
known and acceptea.

Viewing concepts, generalizations and
theories as interrelated in structures of know-
ledge is important to an operational theory for
teaching such knowledge. Structures suggest a
way to classify subject matter. It also provides
some elements and relationships that can be
used in instructional strategies. The overt be-
haviors related to each kind of knowledge sug-
gest ways to develop and evaluate student mas-
tery of the abstractions. Figure 7 illustrates the
interrelated elements that can be used in teach-
ing the kinds of abstract knowledge.

Figure 7

Correlated Elements Useful in Planning Instruction
and Evaluation of Kinds of Knowledge

Kind of
Knowledge

Representative
Communication

Theory

Generalizations

C011C( pis

Diagram

Behaviors NVII;ch
Demonstrate Knowledge

Verbalization
Model
Simulation
Outline
Statement
Formula
Definition
Explanation
Classification

Give:i some information about a situation,
students can predict additional events or
aspects in the situation.

Students can identify positive and negative
cases.

Students can find or create new examples
or 1105 "samples.

24 i;



Use of this operational scheme to classify
knowledge for instructional purposes is not al-
ways easy and may sometimes necessitate a
rather arbitrary point of view. One difficulty is
that the manner in which any given knowledge
is classified depends on its relationship to other
knowledge. For example, as a concept,
"change" may be regarded as a category of
events with similar attributes but varies in its
relationship to other concepts. Change itself
may serve as an attribute of the concept of cul-
ture. Cultural change, the knowledge that all
cultures change constantly, is by itself a gen-
eralization and yet could be treated as an attri-
bute of the concept of culture.

Such difficulties may result in some initial
confusion but they are certainly not insur-
mountable. The point taken here is that a sys-
tem or organization, although arbitrary, is bet-
ter than no system. Kinds of knowledge can be
defined and interrelated in various structures
with relative consensus and clarity. A Concep-
tual Framework for the Social Studies in Wis-
consin Schools relates a number of concepts in
a series of generalizations. There are also other
published papers identifying knowledge struc-
tures in the social studies. With the help of such
sources educators can identify major social
studies concepts and generalizations.

Strategies for Teaching Knowledge

An instructional. strategy is simply a teaching
plan. It may be a long-range scheme like a
framework for a faculty to teach major ideas
from social studies disciplines to students in a
K-12 curriculum. Or it may he a more modest,
shorter range design such as a plan for 9th
grade teachers to teach a model in a particular
unit or a plan for a teache to introduce tbree
new concepts to a 4th grade class.

Like other plans, an instructional strategy
has three basic d"'isions of goals, means, and
evaluation. These three sections of a plan oper-
ate in cycles of reciprocal influence. The nature
of the goals influences the means which in turn
affect the evaluation. The evaluation may ciols-e
re-adjustment of goals or means or both. The

r-

three divisions of the plan do not necessarily
occur separately in the order of goals, means,
or evaluation and may indeed operate simul-
taneously. For example, a plan may begin with
a pretest assessment to help set realistic goals,
it may call for constant adjustment of means
and goals as evaluation is pursued continuously
and periodically.

Figure 8

Interrelated Parts of
an Instructional Strategy

Goals

Means

Evaluation

A Basic Strategy

The success of strategies for teaching know-
ledge may depend upon accepting the attitude
that students must internalize concepts, gener-
alizations anal theories. Such knowledge cannot
be spoon-fed to students; they must develop
awareness through experiences they themsAves
undergo. Teachers can provide the communica-
tions and content and guide the student experi-
ences, but they cannot provide students with
concepts, generalizations, or theories. These
meanings must be realized by the students
themselves.

The basic process by which students develop
abstractions is meaningful association among
language symbols and increasingly greater cog-
nitive development. By interrelating new know-
ledge elements and matching them to previous-



ly learned understandings, students restructure
and add to their cognitive system. Students may
feel at times that a new abstraction is an insight-
ful and sudden association. However, students
typically develop abstractions through gradual
assimilation of meaningful associations which
occur through a number of experiences over an
extended period. The Educator's task is to de-
sign and use instrt,,!tional strategies to provide
such experiences.

Before it can be taught, the operational
theory of knowledge structure describes above
requires identification of the concepts, general-
izations and theories. Secondly, it involves find-
ing or developing content which consists of
representative communications and relevant
applications of the abstractions which the stu-
dents can handle. Third, it suggests the state-
ment of overt behaviors which utiize the con-
tent and demonstrate knowledge of the abstrac-
tions. Fourth, it depends upon structuring a ser-
ies of student experiences with the content
which will develop the overt behaviors and the
related assimilation of the abstract knowledge.

The strategy involves three interrelated
phases introduction, development and evalu-
ation. The introductory phase provides initial
exposure to the abstraction, the developmental
phase gives repeated experience with the idea
in increasingly complex contexts and the evalu-
ation phase assesses student performance with
specified overt behaviors. The three phases are
complementary and overlapping rather than ex-
clusive. The developmental and evaluation
phases may occur simultaneously or cyclically.

The basic strategy can be varied in a pattern
ranging from studenz attainment to student re-
ception. These patterns vary largely in the in-
troductory phase and all require further prac-
tice with abstractions in a developmental stage.
The attainment strategy is to lead students to
discover the abstraction by associating know-
ledge elements. The reception strategy is to ex-
plain and illustrate the association of know-
ledge elements to students. The patterns of
strategies can be viewed in a continuum as
shown in Figure 9, with pure attainment at one
end, pure reception at the other and mixed re-

ception and attainment strategies in between.
Few strategies will be one hundred percent at-
tainment or reception; many will fall some-
where between the extremes of the continuum.

Figure 9

A Continuum of
Cognitive Instructional Strategies

Exposition Mixed Guidance

Teacher role in introductory phase

Reception Mixed Attainment

Student role in introductory- phase

The differences between reception and at-
tainment strategies lie essentially in the teacher
and student roles. In the student reception
strategy the teacher's role is exposition.
Through a lecture, a reading, a film, or other
media, the teacher can present a representative
communication of the abstraction and explana-
tions of how content illustrates the idea. The
student role in reception should be regarded as
complex; to succeed in reception, students must
do more than sit and soak up ideas. They must
receive communication symbols, decode the
symbols, relate the meaning of the symbols to
things they already know and realize for them-
selves the associatios among knowledge ele-
ments newly communicated and previously
known. Reception strategies succeed when stu-
dents can thus make their own meaningful as-
sociations. The challenge to teachers is .0 use
representative communications, explanations
and applications so that students can make the
associations embodied in the abstraction to be
learned.

In the attainment strategy, the teacher's role
is basically guiding student association of know-
ledge elements. The teacher may provide ex-
amples and uses or help students to find them.
He may provide alternative hypotheses about



associations of knowledge elements for students
to use or lie may help students formulate and
use their own hypotheses. The student role in
attainment is essentially testing hypotheses and
reaching conclusions about the relations among
knowledge elements. The process may vary
from an informal trial and error acceptance or
rejection of alternatives to a structured testing
of hypotheses.

The basic strategy of teaching abstractions
through association of knowledge elements and
the attainment and reception variations of stra-
tegy are illustrated below in brief descriptions
of strategies to teach concepts, generalizations
and theories.

Concept Teaching Strategy

Students can be taught to categorize ex-
amples and non-examples of concepts so that
they come to associate the distinguishing attri-
butes of the examples with the whole class and
with the concept symbol. This strategy first re-
quires identification of the concept symbol, of
examples and non-examples which students can
comprehend, and of overt behaviors which
show knowledge of the concept. The strategy
then involves structuring student experiences
with the examples and non-examples so that
students associate concept attributes with the
concept symbol and can achieve the overt be-
haviors. Student experiences with examples can
vary from attainment to reception.

The concept attainment strategy can he illus-
trated with a plan for teaching the concept of
culture to primary students. The teacher de-
cides to use familiar cultural things in commun-
ities as examples and familiar natural things in
communities as non-examples. The teacher also
decides students can show their understanding
of culture by identifying or finding examples
and non-examples as specified in these overt
behaviors:

1. Given lists or drau ings of natural and cul-
tural things, students will he able to identify
them as such.

2. Given pictures or de.;criptions of a cominlin-

ity, students will be able to identify natural
and cultural features.

3. Students will be able to find or draw pictures
of or describe natural and cultural features
in a community.

In the introductory phase of the attainment
strategy the teacher begins by using an over-
head project to show students' drawings in
two columns labeled "A" and "B." (See Figure
10.) Column A has pictures of fain liar cultural
things like a bridge, flagpole and school build-
ing. Column B has pictures of familiar natural
things like a tree, a river and the sun. Students
are asked to offer opinions on ways the respec-
tive items in groups A and B are alike and on
how items in Group A are different from those
in Group B. The teacher gives no indication at
this stage that student opinions offered are right
or wrong.

The introductory phase continues with the
teacher presenting additional drawings of fa-
miliar cultural and natural things in a com-
munity. As the teacher projects each new ex-
ample or non-example, he asks students
whether it belongs in Group A or Group B and
why they think so. (See Figure 11.) When all
pictures have been presented and grouped, stu-
dents are asked for their final views on the dif-
ferences between the two groups. A variety of
examples and non-examples should lead stu-
dents to reject opinions like "Group A is city
things" and "Group B is country things" and to
accept suggestions like "Group A is things man
has learned to make" and "Group B is things
not made by man." The teacher then verifies
such hypotheses and provides the concept sym-
bols by projecting the titles "Cultural: Done or
Nlade by Man" and "Natural: Not Done or
Made by Man" for the two columns of pictures.
(See Figure 10.)

The introductory attainment is rounded out
and reinforced by students compiling lists of
other cultural and natural things found in their
community. The whole attainment process has
been one of grouping examples and non-ex-
amples and trying to distinguish key attributes
of the concept. Although most students can



identify natural and cultural things in a com-
munity at the end of this phase, it must not be
assumed that the concept has heen developed.
Much additional practice with identification of
examples and non- examples in spaced and
varied contexts is needed to develop association
of attributes with the class and symbol "cul-
ture." This practice is provided in the develop-
mental phase of instruction -.vith activities such
as the following:

1. Present pictures of community scenes and
have students identify natural and cultural
features shown.

2. Sele.A pictures from student textbooks and
have the students name natural and cultural
features depicted in the community scenes.

3. Prepare and use worksheets, one with small
pictures of cultural and natural items and
another with a single picture of a community
scene. Students should circle cultural items
only on the first sheet and list cultural and
natural items on the other. (See Figures 11
and 12.)

4. Have students find or draw pictures of nat-
ural and cultural features of a community.
'Mount them on a bulletin board under ap-
propriate headings.

5. Have students make maps, one showing nat-
ural features of the community, another
showing cultural features, and a third show-
ing both cultural and natural features.

6. Students could construct a model commun-
ity with paper cut-outs showing natural and
cultural community features.

7. Divide the class into two teams and line the
teams up in two rows. The first students in
each row must name a cultural item, the
second a natural thing in the community, the
third a cultural thing, etc., with turns alter-
nating between the two teams. A student
must sit down if he makes a mistake, repeats
an item given earlier in the game, or cannot
name an item in about 30 seconds. The team
with all its members seated first loses the
game.

8. Have students draw first what they thinh are
important natural features for a good com-
munity and then what they think are impor-
tant cultural features. Discuss the reasons
for their selections of features.

9. Have students notice natural and cultural
features on their way home and back to
school and report on them in the next class.



Figure 10
Initial Grouping Of Examples And Non-Examples

In The Sample Concept Attainment Strategy
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Figure 11
Additional Examples And Non-Examples For Use In

The Sample Concept Attainment Strategy
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Figure 12
Organization Of Examples And Non-Examples For
Use In The Sample Concept Reception Strategy
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Figure 14
Second Worksheet For Activity #3
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Through the developmental activities students
learn and practice the three overt behaviors
which show their knowledge of the concept of
culture. In periodic evaluation activities like
the following student mastery of these behav-
iors, student knowledge of the concept is meas-
ured:

I. Present a short written description of a com-
munity scene. Have students list natural and
cultural features included.

2. Present a simple map or diagram of a com-
munity. Have students list the cultural and
natural features shown.

3. Have students write a description or draw
a community scene identifying natural and
cultural features.

(Since work with the concept thus far in-
volves only examples of material culture, it is
important to note that augmentation of the con-
cept is needed to add the attributes of non-ma-
terial culture. The augmentation is accom-
plished through identification of examples of
cultural behavior like speaking, reading, and
believing in freedom and of non-examples of
cultural behavior like sneezing, blinking and
fear of falling.)

The concept reception strategy can be illus-
trated by comparison with the attainment strat-
egy described above. The reception strategy
uses the same content and media but involves
different introductory teacher and student
roles. The teacher first uses the overhead pro-
jector to show the two columns with the labels
"Cultural: Done or Made by Man" and "Nat-
ural: Not Done or Made by Man" and defines
the ideas of culture and nature. Then the teach-
er shows the students each picture and explains
why it is cultural or natural and why it goes in
one column or the other. The students watch,
listen and assimilate the explanation and then
compile the list of other natural and cultural
things they might find in their commonity.

This introduction by reception involves the
same knowledge elements as with attainment
and can be highly effective if students are Role
to associate attributes with the class and sym-
bol. It is very important that either reception or

attainment of concepts provide for grouping of
examples and the association of attributes. It is
also vital that the introduction by reception be
followed by the same developmental and evalu-
ation phass used with attainment.

Generalization Teaching Strategy

Students can develop generalizations by
interrelating examples of concepts and/or con-
cept symbols. Such a strategy requires prelim-
inary identification or representative com-
munications of examples which students can
understand and of overt behaviors through
which students can show knowledge of the gen-
eralization. The strategy then requires provid-
ing student experiences in which the generaliza-
tion may be applied. As with teaching strategies
to develop concepts, student experiences with
content in assimilating generalizations can vary
from attainment to reception.

A generalization attainment strategy is jilts-
rated in the following example:

Sample Generalization Attainment
Strategy For Intermediate Social Studies

A. Educational goal: Students will understand
that major cities are usually located on ma-
jor waterways, often at the j un et ion of
waterways.

B. Behavioral objectives:
I. Given a map of a state, all students will

be able to identify positive (and nega-
tive) cases of the generalization with 95%
accuracy.

2. Given an outline map of an unnamed
state showing boundaries and water only,
students will be able to indicate with 80%,
accuracy where five larger cities in the
state are located.

:3. Given directions to draw a hypothetical
area map with five major cities, students
kill draw all five cities on waterway s,
locating at least three at junctions or
waterways.

C. Content: Positive (and negative) cases
Location of major cities in 'Wisconsin
Location of major cities in Ohio



Location of large cities in Missouri
Location of cities in the U.S.
Location of hypothetical cities
Location of cities in Georgia

D. Media
Maps of Wisconsin
Untitled outline map of Ohio waterways
and boundaries (including Lake Erie)
Transparency of map of Ohio
Physical maps of Missouri
U.S. political-physical maps
Map of hypothetical area
Untitled map of Georgia water and
boundaries

E. Introductory activities:
I. The teacher provides each group of five

students with a map of Wisconsin and
asks how the maps show cities of 10,000
people or more. After students explain
how such larger cities can be located, the
teacher instructs each group to write on
a paper the names of three such cities in
eastern 'Wisconsin, three in the central
part of the state and three in the western
part. The teacher then instructs each
group to discuss and write a rule about a
way all nine cities they have selected are
alike apart from size or population. The
rule must he based on what they can tell
from the maps. Then the teacher directs
the groups to list the other larger cities
that fit their rule and any which may not
fit it. After finishing their work the
groups report and compare their rules
and cities located.

2. The teacher provides students %vith un-
titled outline maps of Ohio showing only
waterways and boundaries and tells them
to draw circles where they think the five
largest cities in the state are located. Stu-
dents individually or in small groups
mark their maps accordingly. The teach-
er then projects a map of Ohio showing
actual location of major cities. The stu-
dents compare their maps with that pro-
jected. The teacher instructs students to
count how many of the major cities on

the projected map are not on waterways,
how many are on waterways, and how
many are at the junction of waterways.

F. Developmental activities:
1. The teacher refers small groups of stu-

dents to a physical map of Missouri and
instructs each group to decide where
they would buy land to build a great city
if they were pioneer settlers and to list
reasons for their choices. Student groups
make selections, write their reasons, re-
port on and compare selections and rules.
The teacher marks selections on a pro-
jected map and lists reasons on the chalk-
board.

2. The teacher can ask students to locate on
a U.S. map five cities of 10,000 inhab-
itants or more that are not located on a
river, lake or ocean.

:3. The teacher instructs students to draw
maps of an imaginary country showing
highways, railroads, cities, water and
land features. Students draw and ex-
change maps and then criticize the loca-
tion of other students' cities.

G. Evaluation activities:
The teacher gives students an outline
map with eight cities on waterways and
three not located on waterways and tells
students to draw an "X" through any
cities that someone may have put on the
map to fool people but which really are
not so located.

2. The teacher gives students an untitled
outline map of Georgia with only water
and boundaries and instructs them to
draw circles where five large cities are
likely to be located.

:3. The teacher instructs students to draw
a map with two rivers flowing into a large
lake, one river flowing out of the lake to
the ocean and five large cities.

The generalization reception strategy in-
volves the presentation of a representative com-
munication, and explanations of cases of the
generalization, to students. It can he illustrated
by comparison with the above example of an
attainment strategy. The same overt behaviors,



cases and media are used in reception, but the
teacher and student roles are different in the
introductory phase of instruction. In the recep-
tion strategy the teacher first explains the rule
that almost all major cities are located on water-
ways and offers some reasons why. He then
shows students on a Wisconsin map three east-
ern, three central and three western cities of
10,000 people or more and explains how each
satisfies the rule by being situated on a water-
way. The students listen, watch and assimilate
the explanation and then find on the map ten
other Wisconsin cities which fit the generaliza-
tion. The reception strategy then proceeds to
the same developmental and evaluation phases
as in the attainment strategy.

The developmental phase is vital to either
approach. Both the reception and the attain-
ment approach can be effective if they succeed
in leading students to recognize for themselves
the relationships among concepts. Both require
the use of cases as we!I as of representative
communications of the generalization.

Theory Teaching Strategy

Theory teaching strategy is inherently nv.;re
difficult than concept and generalization teach-
ing strategy. Because of the complex, abstract
nature of theories, identifying their cognitive
2omponents and developing an effective pat-
tern of instruction for them are inure compli-
cated and require more time, energy, material
and imagination.

Students can he taught to identify theory
components and to interrelate them in systems
of ideas. The strategy requires preliminary
identification of theory components and rela-
tionships among components, of one or more
representative communications showing the as-
semblage of ideas in the theory, of situations in
which the students can study the theory and of
overt behaviors which demonstrate student
knowledge of it. The theory teaching strategy
then requires plans for student experiences
which accomplish two interrelated goals: (I)
knowledge of the then; y emr 'melds, and (2)
knowledge of the interrelationship of coin-

ponents in the theory. In theory reception, stu-
dents first experience the whcle assemblage of
ideas and then work with individual com-
ponents and relationships. In theory attainment,
students first have experience with theory com-
ponents and then build and test the theory.

Theory reception requires two complemen-
tary phases: (1) an introductory advance organ-
ization, and (2) a developmental analysis of
theory components in situations. The advance
organizer consists of the presentation and ex-
planation of a representative communication
of the baste theory. The developmental analysis
consists of identifying component concept ex-
amples and generalization cases in a number of
theory situations.

A theory reception strategy can be illustrated
with a plan to teach the theory of cultural de-
velopment represented in Figure 5 to secondary
students in a study of the evolution of western
culture. The teacher first presents a chart of the
theory along with a glossary of basic terms used
in the theory. Students work to achieve prelim-
inary overt behaviors such as ability to define
the terms and explain the chart in their own
words and to give examples of the concepts and
generalizations of the theory in their own en-
vironment. Students may also read another
presentative communication of the theory in
the form of a textbook chapter which explains
cultural evolution. These procedures constitute
the introductory advance organization stage
of the strategy.

The developmental phase of the reception
strategy consists of working with components of
the cultural development model in sty lies in
Sumerian, Egyptian, Greek, Roman anc West-
ern European histories. Th2, teacher can lead
students to identify theory components and the
relationships among them in each situation. In
the first three situations, students work with less
demanding behaviors, such as: "if given a de-
scription of changes in a culture," and "being
able to identify examples of diffusion and inno-
vation." In the suliseqnent situations, students
also work with more comprehensive behaviors
involving man", if not all, theory components.
For example, if students are given a descriptioii



of events in a culture, they will be able to use
the theory to explain in their own words why
the rate of cultural change is likely to increase,
slow down, or remain about the same; or, if
students are given knowledge of a cultural base
and description of several innovations devel-
oped, they will be able to use the theory to ex-
plain in their own words why some of the inno-
vations are more likely to he accepted by the
culture.

The theory attainment strategy, like theory
reception, requires two phases. The first phase
of theory attainment is identification of theory
components in a number of situations. The sec-
ond phase is development and testing of the
theory which assembles the theory components.

A theory attainment strategy can be illustra-
ted with a different plan to teach the cultural
development theory in a corrse in secondary
history of western culture. In the first phase
the teacher guides students in leavning basic
components of the theory. In studying Sumeria,
students learn the three generalizations at the
bottom of Figure 5. In studying Egypt, students
relate the concepts of culture, cultural traits,
cultural complexes, cultural heritage, cultural
continuity and cultural transmission to unit con-
tent. In studying Greece, students also relate
the ideas of cultural change, diffusion, innova-
tion and cultural base to content. Iv developing
these components of the theory the students
achieve basic behaviors like being able to
identify examples and non-examples of the con-
cepts and cases of the generalizations in the
unit content.

The teacher begins phase two of the illus-
trative theory at tainm en t strategy (develop-
ment and testing) at the beginning of the study
of Roman culture by having groups of students
list sets of rules that can he used to explain how
and why Homan culture evolved. Student
groups report and compare their sets of rules
and make lists of the kind of evidence that
would tend to support or disprove their rules.
As they study Roman history, the students use
the unit content as evidence to test their rules.
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At the end of the unit the students criticize the
validity of the rules of cultural evolution, revise
them, and each group subsequently uses its
revised set of rules to predict ways that a West-
ern European national culture has evolved and
does a case study to test its predictions and the
validity of its rules. In this second phase of the
attainment strategy, students are developing
complex behaviors like "being able to use the
model to explain or predict cultural evolution
in their own words."

Both theory reception and theory attainment
require considerable time and effort. Both allow
students to learn a theory by understanding its
complex relationship in the contexts of several
situations. Either approach can be highly effec-
tive if it leads students to make their own asso-
ciations among components and situations.

Coordination of Sty ategies

While concept, generalization and theory
teaching strategies have been discussed inde-
pendently here, they would typically be co-
ordinated rr integrated in an actual course or
unit strategy. Where theories are involved in a
course or unit, the theories themselves suggest
ways to correlate strategies. Attainment and/or
reception of concepts and generalizations are
necessary parts of theory attainment or recep-
tion.

Where no theory serves to organize strategy,
other factors may suggest ways to correlate
strategies. Clusters of concepts that can he
taught in the same group of examples and non-
examples can be developed in the same or in
complementary strategies. The relation of some
concepts to generalizations may suggest plan -
Jung concept reception a..1 by attainment
of generalizations or concept attainment as part
of the reception of related generalizations. The
sul)jc't matter, the instructional materials avail-
able, or the desire to teach a series of cognitive
processes may also sometimes suggest correla-
tions and sequences of cognitive instructional
strategies.
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Part II

Processes in the New Social Studies

Because concepts, generalizations and theories
are derived by man and because man both de-
signs the observational system and selects and
groups pertinent observations from the system,
it is evident that if one is to understand and use
concepts, generalizations and theories he must
understand the processes employed in gener-
ating and testing this knowledge. Also, know-
ledge of these processes will aid in the develop-
ment of a more efficient and effective teaching-
learning situation.

As one considers any one of the following
processes it becomes clear that there are many
related sub-processes or skills*, e.g., map read-
ing and data gathering, which are subsumed
under each inquiry process.

These sub-processes may be tentatively ar-
ranged in a hierarchy. This arrangement may
then serve as a starting point for inclusion of
the processes in a social studies curriculum.
Certain processes can and should be included
in the curriculum prior to beginning an empha-
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sis on concept or generalization development;
other processes should be introduced much
later. Once developed, a given sub-process or
skill shodd be applied as it is needed through-
out a student's learning experiences.

In subject fields such as mathematics, natural
science and social studies, there is reason to sug-
gest that common cognitive processes are, or
can be, used even though the ideas mathema-
ticians, natural scientists and social scientists
consider, along with their methods of collect-
ing, storing and retrieving data, are different.

Eleven major processes have been identified
here which include the great majority of stu-
dent activities appropriate for school experi-
ences. The terms associated with these pro-
cesses are:

Observation
Communicating
Classifying
Inferring
Predicting
Formulating

models

Measuring
Interpreting data
Formulating operational

definitions
Formulating questions

and hypotheses
Testing hypotheses



Observation. Observations can be made in a
variety of ways using all of the senses. Where
direct sense experience is not adequate for mak-
ing needed observations, indirect methods are
used. Objects and events may be observed with
respect to many qualities and quantities. When
observations are made in order to accumulate
data from which inferences will be drawn, the
precision of the observations is critical. Obser-
vations are influenced by the experience of the
observer.

Social observation can take many forms
from viewing a national political convention on
television to watching two children behaving
on the playground. Observation can be very
directive, as when looking for specific events
(factual or procedural); or it can be very non-
directive, as when viewing an event and giving
an opinion.

Communicating. In order to communicate
observations, accurate records must be kept
which can be submitted for checking and re-
checking for others. Accumulated records and
their analysis may be epresented in many
ways. Graphical representations are often used
since they are clear, concise and meaningful.
However, in the social studies, communication
must encompass all of man, from his spoken
and written work to his physical gestures.

Classifying. Classifying is the grouping or
ordering of phenomena according to an estab-
lished scheme. Objects and events may be
classified on the basis of observations. Classi-
ficational schemes are based on observable sim-
ilarities and differences in properties which are
arbitrarily selected. Classificational keys are
used to place items within a scheme as well as
to retrieve information from a scheme.

Social classification is manifest in discussing
the division of work in the house, or the make-
up of a national political party. Classification is
useful in that it helps limit or control the data
being investigated.

Inferring. Inference is drawing tentative con-
clusions about what is not directly or immedi-
ately observable. While it may he based on ob-
servations, inference requires evaluation and
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judgment. Inferences based on one set of ob-
servations may suggest further observation
which in turn requires modification of original
inferences. Inference leads to prediction. In
the social studies, inferring can take place
whenever data are reviewed and an evaluation
or judgment is requested. Inferring is neces-
sary in any field of study because of the incom-
pleteness of data.

Predicting. Predicting is the formulation of a
possible consequence based on experience. The
reliability of prediction depends upon the ac-
curacy of past observations and upon the nature
of the event being predicted. Predictions are
based upon inference. Social predicting is be-
coming more systematic. Predicting may enable
man to estimate the consequence of his behav-
ior better and to make more rational decisions.

Measuring. Measuring properties of objects
and events can be accomplished either by direct
comparison, or by indirect comparison with
arbitrary units. However, for purposes of com-
munication, measurement may be standardized.
Measuring in the social studies may take many
forms, such as the number of persons in the
United States or the Gross National Product.

Interpreting Data. Interpreting data requires
the application of otIer basic process skills, in
particular, the processes of inferring, predic-
ting, classifying and communicating. Through
this complex process the usefulness of data in
answering the question being investigated is
determined. Interpretations are always subject
to revision in the light of new or more refined
data. Social problem solving is dependent upon
the investigator's ability to interpret data.
Through interpreting data we move to decision
making (e.g., voting for candidate X or Y; buy-
ing more life insurance).

Formulating Operational Definitions, Opera-
tional definitions are made in order to simplify
communication concerning the event, person,
or group being studied. An operational defini-
tion should contain the minimum amount of
information needed to differentiate that which
is being defined from other similar phenomena.
Operational definitions are based upon the
operations to he carried out and the phenomena



under investigation and thus are related to that
specific investigation.

Formulating Questions and Hypotheses.
Questions are formed on the basis of observa-
tions made and usually precede an attempt to
evaluate a situation or event. Questions when
precisely stated are problems to be solved
through application of the other inquiry skills
of the social studies. The attempt to answer one
question may generate other questions. The
formation of hypotheses depends directly upon
questions, inference, and prediction. It consists
of devising a statement that can be tested by a
proof process. When more than one hypothesis
is suggested by a set of observations, each must
be tested separately. A workable hypothesis
is stated in such a way that testing can establish
its credibility. The inquirer's framework of con-
cepts and generalizations influences the kind
and quality of the questions and hypotheses he
develops. In the social studies, if the gen,A-al-
ization, "If labor is divided, then work is done
more efficiently," is testable, it can be called or
labeled a hypothesis.

Testing Hypotheses. Testing hypotheses is
the process of designing and using data gather-
ing procedures, determining whether the data
support the hypothesis. In a less formal sense,
the proof process may be conducted simply by

making observations. However, even here a
plan to relate premises to data is inherent in the
process. Among the ways that hypotheses are
tested in the social studies are: (1) determining
whether the hypothesis agrees with data
gathered about persons, events, or situations in
other times and places; (2) determining whether
the hypothesis is consistent with additional data
gathered about the event or situation under
study; and (3) determining whether the hypoth-
esis agrees with accepted generalizations.

Formulating Models. Models, whether phys-
ical or mental, are devised on the basis of ac-
ceptable hypotheses, or upon hypotheses that
have yet to be tested. Models are used to
describe and explain the interrelationship of
ideas. In many cases the model implies new
hypotheses and if testing these hypotheses gives
new information, the model must be altered.
Examples of model formation in the social
studies are: a map, a drawing of an economy's
spending system, and a diagram of the political
structure of a country.

The chart on pate :36 attempts to relate pro-
cess to the maturity of the child. It is suggested
that each process, after its introduction, be em-
phasized throughout the student's learning ex-
perience.

Problem Solving
We can look at the social studies processes and problem solving as being interdependent.

formulating
models

communicating-0.

obsetving+

interpreting
data-0.

inferring-0

formulating

operational
definitions

t.sting
hypotheses

awareness of problem (awareness is in-
fluenced by knowledge of and attitude
toward the problem)
commitment to do something
identify and define problem

form hyoothesis (a statement of explana-
tion or solution)

___ gather data (the hypothesis will provide
a framework for gathering information)
formulate tentatise conclusion (testing
hypothesis)
acceptance of conclusion (influenced 1.)y
values)
acti in

19

< predicting

4- measuring

4-- classifying

formulating
- questions

and
hypotheses



In a democratic society great responsibility
is placed upon the individual citizen to make
decisions affecting his own, the nation's and
perhaps the world's welfare. Decision-making
implies problem solving ability. Increasing
complexities of society have made the teaching
of problem-solving more important in the social
studies program. By utilizing these processes
of inquiry problem solving can effectively he
carried out. This method permits the individual
to decipher the structure of issues facing him.

In teaching for the attainment of skill in
rational decision-making as a means of ap-
proaching the solution of personal as well as
societal conflicts, the following objectives are
presented as examples of process behaviors
the general statement is followed by a specific

example).'

°Adapted from "A Position or. K-12 Social Studies for
Nebraska Schools," Nebraska State Department of
Education, Lincoln, Nebraska.

1. (Formulating operational definitions)
Shows ability to state a problem in clearly
defined terms.

Example: Given a particular situation, the
student will write out a problem
and identify the terms within the
problem.

2. (Formulating hypotheses) Demonstrates
an ability to formulate hypotheses in decid-
ing upon alternative solutions to problems.
Example: After a small group discussion

situation, the student will orally
identify as many proposed solu-
tions to a problem as possible,
within a specific time limit.

:3. (Testing hypotheses) Is able to select rel-
evant information which will aid him in
testing hypotheses and to distinguish facts
from hypotheses.

Example: From a list of identified hypo-
theses, the student will evaluate
and select in the order of priority
these hypotheses and supportive
facts that would most likely suc-
ceed in solving the problem.

4. (Interpreting data) Shows ability to in-
terpret various kinds of social science data.
Example: Given a political statement, the

student will interpret it by draw-
ing a political cartoon relating to
the statement.

5. (Testing hypotheses) Is able to distin-
guish between relevant and irrelevant data
in the testing of hypotheses.
Example: Given seven relevant and irrele-

vant statements, the student will
select those statements most
beneficial in solving a particular
problem.

6. (Communication) Show!: ability to recog-
nize the central theme and to comprehend
the interrelationships among ideas in a
passage.
Example: Given a report on five countries

and their indigenous foods, the
student will identify in writing
the interrelationship of the avail-
ability of foods to diet.

7. (Communication) Is able to summarize
or explain a communication in language
other than that used in the original state-
ment.
Example: Given the population figures of

the five largest cities in Wiscon-
sin, the student will construct a
bar graph.

8. (Communication) Is able to recognize ex-
plicit and implicit assumptions in a given
passage.
Example: Given this statement, "There

will be two cars in every garage,"
the student will recognize and
state in writing the implicit and
explicit assumptions.

9. (Communication) Is able to recognize
bias and emotional reasoning in a presenta-
tion.
Example: Given the text of a biased speech,

the student will underline
phrases or words that \mild in-



dicate emotionalism on the part
of the author.

10. (Communication) Shows ability to judge
a communication in terms of internal evi-
dence and logic.
Example: Given a published article, the

student will in writing identify
and establish the validity of the
internal evidence cited by the
author.

11. (Testing hypotheses) Is able to evaluate
ideas or theories in terms of selected
criteria.
Example: Given a published article and

four criteria for evaluating emo-
tionalism, the student will un-
derline those ideas and terms
which meet the criteria.

12. (Predicting) Is able to predict conse-
quences of a solution to a particular prob-
lem.
Example: Given the problem of a high

automobile accident rate involv-
ing children walking to school
and the solution of lowering the
speed limit to 15 miles per hour,
the student will identify the con-
sequences in writing.

13. (Inferring and communicating) Shows
ability to draw conclusions from data and
to state them effectively either orally or in
writing.
Example: Given data on three contrasting

climatic zones, the student will
orally or in writing arrive at con-
clusions concerning the life
styles of the people who live in
these zones. Given additional
data, the student will judge in
writing the validity of his con-
clusions.

14. (Hypothesis formation and testing) Is
able to use data in selecting from among
alternative hypotheses which may be
offered as a solution to a problem under
study.
Example: Given a problem of irrigating

arid land, the student will arrive

at three hypotheses (three ways
of solving the problem of irriga-
tion). Using related available
data, the student will in a written
statement, select the hypothesis
which is most economical and
buttress his choice with the data.

15. (Hypothesis formation and testing)
Shows ability to transfer method of inquiry
to new problems and issues.
Example: Given a new problem, the stu-

dent will use the same method
of inquiry as in #I4 to solve the
new problem.

It is suggested that the above general objec-
tives and described inquiry processes are appro-
priate for the total K-I2 social studies program,
and each level of instruction should deal with
these skills at a level of sophistication consistent
with the maturity of the child.

Building an Intellectual Climate for Inquiry
Activities and techniques employed by

teachers in the classroom may suit a variety of
purposes. The same activity used in different
ways may lead to a number of objectives. The
purposes beA served by these activities depend
in part upon the personal characteristics of the
teacher, the composition and the maturity of
the class, previous experiences of the group,
the context in which the activity is employed
and a number of other variables beyond the
scope of the present discussion. Inquiry pro-
cesses may be developed in a variety of class-
room situations whether the logical design of
the lesson is deductive, inductive or a combina-
tion of the two. If our aim as educators is to
give students a firm grasp of history and the
social sciences, together with the skills and
attitudes necessary for autonomous thinking
and responsible actio:i, then our "classroom,-
whatever else it is in nature, must manifest in-
tellectual honesty. Critical to the development
of an inquiry-oriented classroom is an intellec-
tual climate in which both the teacher and the
student feel a sense of responsibility and com-
mitment (involvement) to the process of sys-
tematically searching, weighing and evaluating.
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Part III

Values in the New Social Studies

The survival of man is inexorably tied to his
ability to solve the following problems: pollu-
tion of the environment, population growth,
depletion of resources and war. These problems,
which are worldwide in scope, together with
the problems of social and economic injustice
which abound intranatimially as well as inter-
nationally, have (me important factor in com-
mon their solution calls for investigations into
the values and attitudes of man for the crisis
facing us today is as much valuational as
factual.

Basic Dimensions and Definitions

A basic function of the social studies is to
assist students in acquiring democratic values
and dispositions through rational, intellectual
processes. Attitudinal change and develcpment
are the goals, but any such planned changes
that take place within the school must come
primarily through rational rather than irrational
means. It is in the family that a child's basic
traits are developed it a time when the child
is not aware of their development. In the class-
room, these acquired values and dispositions
may be subjected to rational, logical analysis.

Values have to do with modes of conduct and
end-states of existence. If a person has a value

ID

he has an enduring belief that a specific mode
of conduct (honesty, cleanliness, courage) or
end-state of existence (world peace, salvation,
equality, a comfortable life) is personally and
socially preferable to the available alternatives.
Once a value is internalized by an individual it
becomes a standard for guiding his actions, for
developing and maintaining attitudes toward
situations and objects, and for judging and
justifying his own actions and the actions of
others. Values are often thought of as existing
with a hierarchical structure, those values that
are primary such as freedom and equality hav-
ing the broadest application and importance
while others such as punctuality or neatness are
less crucial to the total value pattern of the

Attitudes are made up of several beliefs (both
as to matters of fact and matters of value)
focused on a specific object or situation, such
as the attitude one has toward sports cars,
women politicians, or canaries as house pets.
It is obvious that while one holds relatively few
values, he has literally thousands of attitudes.
A person's value:. largely determine his atti-
tudes as well as his behavior. Because values
occupy their central position in the value-
attitude-belief system, education can most



effectively influence the behavior of students
by influencing the vo'nes they hold. While
values make up the core of this affective com-
ponent of what any individual believes, an in-
structional strategy which causes a student to
analyze any part of his value-attitude-belief
system involves the "teaching of values" as that
phrase is used in this document.

Most of the affective goals in the social
studies can be divided into three basic types
values and attitudes for desirable intellectual
behavior, for desirable social behavior, and for
desirable democratic behavior. Values and atti-
tudes for desirable intellectual behavior are
those which are conducive to the cultivation of
a relatively empirical, reasonable and humane
outlook. Among them would be a scientific
approach toward human behavior and a
humanistic attitude toward the behavior of
others. A scientific approach toward human
behavior would encompass a spectrum of
elements such as a belief in the natural causa-
tion of personal and social behavior, the
strong likelihood of multiple rather than
singular causation of social behavior, and
objectivity and precision in collecting and
interpreting data. A humanitarian view of
the behavior of others implies two basic
values empathy and tolerance. Elements of
desirable social behavior include awareness,
interest, and acceptance of responsibility. These
suggest that students and adults need to be
aware of social problems and the social contri-
butions of others, concerned about social prob-
lems, and willing to carry the burdens associ-
ated with positive action.

An objective of most social studies instruc-
tion is to develop with students a system of
democratic values after a critical analysis of
the arguments pr.) and con. While it is very
difficult for more than two or three people to
agree on th? precise content of a democratic
value system, some of the key elements are
freedom of speech, press and religion, the dig-
nity, equality and brotherhood of man, and the
development of public policy through open and
rational means. Such values are honored in
public utterance by most Americans but at the

same time they divide the individual and the
nation in practice. Many such divisions include
serious points of disagreement that are virtu-
ally closed to rational analysis. Very often the
effective impact of a social studies program is
determined by the manlier in which such closed
areas are handled. If the student is required to
evaluate and analyze the beliefs and values in-
volved, whatever value commitment results
tends to be the consequence of a process con-
sistent with democratic values and processes.
however, inculcation by preachment is a form
of authoritarian indoctrination subversive of a
democratic system. This is not to say, of course,
that the young child is capable of making ra-
tional choices about running into a busy str,:.?1
or drinking dirty water from a tin can. There
are times when youngsters must be told what
to do. The goal, however, if they are ever to be
equipped to function in a democratic social set-
ting, is for each person to be able to make ra-
tional, deliberate choices. Such individual de-
cisions are always made in the context of an
existing legal and social structure that sets very
real limits on every individual. It is essential
that we help students to become aware of this
existing legal and social structure and how it
affects every individual.

It is our opinion that there is no single best
approach to values and the process of valuing
in the classroom. While the individual teacher
may favor one or more of the teaching strategies
presented here, all of them have their place and
are useful for certain purposes. The State Social
Studies Committee believes that a teacher
should be skilled in using several approaches
and perceptive about when each can be appro-
priatel i sed. It is quite impossible to develop
a satisfactory value curriculum in the sense of
a program of study that one would urge upon
all schools. Many values are named as +veil as
implied in the Wisconsin Conceptual Frame-
work. Most teachers will want to go heytnni
what is suggested there, particularly in the a,ea
of personal morality. There are political, social,
and economic issues that mist: in a community
that cannot be foreseen but provide excellent
content for the social studies classroom. The
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material which follows makes no attempt to
provide the basic value content for a total social
studies program. The bibliography at the end
of this book provides some guidelines for that.
However, it is our conviction that the most
effective teaching will he done by those
teachers and departments which develop many
of their own materials. Therefore, we have tried
to provide several illustrations of various class-
room strategies for a variety of grade levels.
Many more ideas can be found in the materials
given in the bibliography.

The Schools and the Society

Much has been written about values in the
past few years. As the young accelerate their
protest against their vocational, political, and
social inheritance, even more diagnoses will
appear in papers, periodicals and books. Prob-
ing will uncover no certainties and no singu-
larity of cause, but all conjectures will include
allusions to values or lack of values. Fingers
will he pointed accusingly at educational insti-
tutions and agencies for their sins of omission
or commission, the specific indictment being
dependent on the frame of referme of the
accuser.

Certainly the school cannot escape involve-
ment, nor does it wish to. Inasmuch as the
schools are an integral part of the existing
establishment, pressures are applied by state
legislatures to perpetuate at least the time
honored tenets of the Constitution and the Bill
of Rights. Organizations such as the American
Legion, The Taxpayers' Alliance, and the Amer-
ican Civil Liberties Union urge the develop-
ment of certain values in today's youths if they
are to function as effective citizens in the world
of tomorrow.

The "world of tomorrow" would appear to
be a stumbling block. What values do students
develop to prepare them for the unknown?
Granted change is inevitable, human nature en
masse finds it difficult at best to adjust to the
momentum eiq:endered by technological
knowledge and eq erimentation. As soon as the
future direction of the society seems to be clear,
a new discovery alters the course. As a result,

the todays and tomorrows in which children
will live their lives are part of what has been
called a "permanent" revolution. Until such
time as society achieves consensus, how to think
and how to value would seem more germane
than what to think and what to value.

Ho sever, many educators are loath to make
a Corr nitmeut solely to a process of inquiry into
..cues. They accept the premise that even in a

diverse society there is general agreement on
such values as human dignity, majority rule and
minority rights, freedom of speech, inviolability
of private property, and others. They recognize
he fact that while differences of opinion arise

in establishing priorities, major conflicts de-
velop largely from opposing interpretations
supported by segments of society. They con-
clude that it is the importance of values that
should be stressed and that students should be
helped to develop a set of values.

The area of values is frequently avoided in
the social studies curr:culuni. While develop-
ment of values is usually listed among the ob-
jectives, there is little implementation sug-
gested or practiced. The controversy inherent
in value teaching leads teachers either to avoid
the subject or to deal only with those v-'-tes
that maintain the status quo without regard to
their appropriateness to the present. Neglect
and indoctrination would seem to he dishonest
approaches as would neutrality on the part of
the teacher.

If a teacher urges students to think for them-
selves, but displays a lack of conviction himself,
the contradiction is soon detected. This in no
way implies a teacher's right to impose values
or teach eternal verities, although in some cases
such as class conduct and behavior, this is
necessary to insure an environment conducive
to learning. Actually, despite any disinclination
to do so, every teacher displays his values. His
own conduct in the classroom, his attitude
toward students, his choice of materials and
methods attest to his own value system.

However, when it collies to substantive
values, the job that needs to he done is to stinni-
late a questioning attitude by presenting vari-
ous and conflicting values involved in an issue,



to encourage discussion and evaluation, and to
help students evolve and arrange their own
value systems. While at times it may be desir-
able for a teacher to appear to be neutral on
substantive issues, in general it is much better
if the teacher is open about his own preferences.
It enables the student to take the teacher's
biases into account in assessing how objectively
and fairly a unit of work has been developed.
In addition, to the extent that the teacher may
serve as a model of a democratic citizen, it is
important that he be viewed as a person with
clear, well thought-out value preferences.

A child generally comes to school with what
P. J. Havighurst calls an authoritarian con-
science acquired from his parents through a
progression of punishments and rewards. He
semi learns that he is not eql:ipped to deal with
all the new situations which confront him. Peers
and teachers join and sometimes supplant par-
ents in helping him to find solutions which are
often in conflict with those offered by his par-
ents. His task, then, is to change from this early
authoritarian conscience to a rational one. This
requir2s that he learn a process for resolving to
his own satisfaction the conflicts that will in-
evitably arise whenever change or confronta-
tion with an opposing view makes him questiod
his existing values.

The stages of moral development set forth by
Lawrence Kohlberg suggest that the student at
various ages and levels of maturity will tend to
function in different ways. It should be possible
for a teacher to ascertain at which of these
levels a student is operating with respect to a
particular question and respond in an appropri-
ate manner.

Level I. Pre-moral level:
I. Punishment and obedience ori-

entation (obey rules to avoid
punishment).

2. Naive instrumental hedonism
(conform to obtain rewards,
have favors returned).

Level 2. Morality of conventional rule-
con f ormity:
:3. Good-boy morality of maintain-

ing good relations, approval of

others (conform to avoid dis-
approval and dislike by others).

4. Authority-maintaining morality
(conform to avoid censure by
legitimate authority acid the re-
sulting guilt).

Level 3. Morality of self-accepted moral
principles:
5. Morality of contract and

democratically-accepted law
(conform to maintain the respect
of the impartial spectator judg-
ing in terms of community wel-
fare).

6. Morality of individual principles
of conscience (conform to avoid
self-condemnation).

At the primary level children need teacher
direction in many instances simply to safeguard
their health and physical safety. During these
early years of schooling they can be made aware
of the values of their culture and come to under-
stand more fully what values are and how they
function in the life of an individual or human
group. At a later period the youngster can con-
sider how values develop in a society and the
very crucial matter of value change which
usually occurs as a part of social change. The
accelerating pace of social change in our society
makes this a topic of central importance in so-
cial education. Finally, the high school student
needs to recognize the great diversity of values
in contemporary society and their consequences
for his life. This invol es the examination of
social and political conflicts and the clash of
competing values that are almost certain to be
present there. Independence of thought and
freedom of individual choice should become a
reality for the high school student.

The State Committee spent many hours over
a one year period attempting to achieve con-
sensus on the teaching of values. It was perhaps
inevitable that, given the nature of our society,
individual differences of viewpoint and belief
concerning the handling of values in the class-
room were maintained even after much study
and debate. However, it is essential that the
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reader be informed of certain articles of faith
that undergird this material.

Values are often taught indirectly. It is im-
portant to recognize that the manner in which
a teacher conducts a class and treats individual
students provides the students with examples
of desirable or undesirable values. Indeed this
teaching by example may be the most powerful
"value curriculum" that the school offers the
child. It is well for teachers to be conscious of
this and consider what values are implicit in
their teaching behavior.

We don't know how to teach values. This
isn't quite true because much can he learned
by observing practices over many centuries
around the world in monasteries, family groups,
a variety of private schools or anywhere specific
values have been stressed. But within the set-
ting of a typical public school with the multi-
tude of conflicting stimuli influencing the child,
it is difficult to tell with certainty what activities
will influence a child in a desired direction.
While small group theory and social psychology
in general are helpful, it is difficult, perhaps
even unethical, to simulate laboratory condi-
tions in the classroom. We assume, however,
that the perceptive, thoughtful teacher will, if
he adopts the suggestions given here, influence
the student's values, his understanding of the
nature of values, and the valuing process he
uses.

We will not supply a list of values to be
taught. If our assumptions about the diversity
of values now existing in our society are valid,
then teachers do and should disagree about the
values to be stressed in our schools. Hopefully
the study of values will enable students to un-
derstand this diversity and cope with it more
successfully. We believe each teacher has a
responsibility to think through his own pattern
of values so he may better assist students to ea
du, same. While the committee members dis-
agreed on many points, they all accepted such
values as "respect for the integrity of the in-
dividual," "the open pursuit of truth," "the
ability of persons to govern themselves," "the
protection of individual civil rights," and "the
fundamental moral equality of all men." YOU

may find these acceptable, but even if you do,
your interpretation of them may be different
from any one of ours. Indeed, one of the reasons
such general values are acceptable to everyone
is because they can be interpreted in many
%vays.

Values permeate the entire curriculum and
the system of education. The social studies has
no monopoly on value laden content, The study
of values is not assigned to the social studies
teacher. In addition, values are exemplified by
the manner in which course selection, the guid-
ance function, the lunch room and all other
activities within the school are conducted.

The focus of the study of values should be
on the present and future. Many of our values
have roots deep in the past, but the basic need
of the child is to understand himself and his
world. This does not preclude an appreciation
of man's long struggle to build a better society
and universalize such values as freedom and
equality. Historical perspective is valuable but
must be accompanied by a continuous effort to
comprehend the present and the future.

Three Sources of Values

Philosophers, theologians and social scien-
tists have developed a wide variety of value
positions. It seems particularly useful in our
discussion of values in the classroom to deal
with three approaches to the source of values:

1) Traditional or inherited values. Such
values are received largely intact as a part
of religious doctrine, cultural heritage or
national creed. The child seldom ques-
tions such values, at least in his first en-
counters with them, but typically accepts
them from parents, teacher, television,
playmates and other normal environ-
mental sources. lie learns them as a part
of the informal socialization experienced
by every youngster. This is by far the most
important source of values for most
people.

2) Values based on empirical research. Our
respect for the scientific method prompts
us to ground our perceptioas of the good
life and the good society in empirically
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verifiable truths about man and nature.
This approach suggests that our values
shift as our knowledge changes. If re-
search shows that regular exercise en-
hances our physical and psychological
health, then we value recreation pro-
grams and daily jogging.

3) The individual is the ultimate source of
values. Only the individual can know
what is best for him, and he only warps
his natural self by conforming to tradi-
tion, science, or society. Personal fulfill-
ment requires that each do -his own
thing". While the current version of this
approach to values has gained popularity
only very recently, it has been accepted
at least vocally by many young people
and, therefore, should be understood by
teachers.

It is quite appropriate that each of the
sources of values enter into the work within
social studies classes. Children are inevitably
going to carry with them the values of their
parents, their church and their social group.
This is part of the mental equipment they bring
into the school building every day they are in
school. If they are asked to analyze their own
behaviors and attitudes, they will become
aware of what they believe and where the be-
lief probably came from. In addition, however,
within social studies courses students will come
in contact with the theories and research find-
ings of psychologists, economists, sociologists
and other social scientists. Frequently this em-
pirical evidence contradicts traditional beliefs
and causes the student as well as the society at
large to question its values. The 1954 ..'tipreine
Court decision regarding the inappropriateness
of separate but equal educational facilities was
based largely on such research evidence, for
example. At the junior and senior high level
one technique for engaging students in the
study of conflicting values is to test student
beliefs agai ist research evidence. And finally,
if a student expresses a desire to build his value
pattern from within himself, the problems and
possibilities of such an approach can l :e exam-
ined by the teacher and class. N'ithout being

vocal or open about it (of course, some are very
vocal), it is likely that many students are con-
tinually developing and building their personal
value system in response to what they hear, do
and say within as well as outside the school. To
what extent this value system will be "his own
thing" or accurately reflect the society of which
he is a part will obviously vary greatly from
individual to individual.

Values and the Schools

In a society in which there is general con-
sensus on values, the public schools' role is
quite clear. It is expected to reinforce and build
into its curriculum and procedures the prevail-
ing values. But in a situation of change and
controversy about basic social norms, the posi-
tion the schools should take is not as easily
determined. Each of the competing segments
of the society special interest groups, eco-
nomic and business interests, political organiza-
tions, religious and ethnic groups, professional
organizations, and so forth all such groups
believe that what they desire for themselves is
also good for everyone, and they want to in-
fluence the training of the young in the desired
directions. The school board, the administra-
tion, the teachers, and textbook publishers find
they are being pushed and pulled by these in-
terest groups each of whom wants the schools
to foster its values and beliefs.

Traditionally there was little question that
the schools should promote such values as the
following:

I. Respect property.
2. 1k respectful of adults.
:3. Say please and thank you at appropriate

times.
4. Do not use profane language or bad

grammar.
5. Be neat and clean.
6. Do not lie or cheat.

Now, however, in some situations these are
quite controversial. Nlany lawsuits and com-
munity controversies have focused on the
meaning of "neat and clean," for example.
Several recent surveys indicate that cheating
in school, rather than tieing unacceptable, has



become the norm, and most students feel no
guilt about cheating. Standards of profanity
are constantly changing and words that one
rarely heard used in public a few years ago are
now heard a great deal. While many may not
like these developments, it is very necessary for
teachers to recognize that they are taking place.

It is important to understand, too, that the
school as a social institution, as a place where
adults and youngsters live together for a large
portion of the day, promotes many values sim-
ply in the way it is organized and run. Students
may learn that

1. Boys should be interested in sports. Girls
should be interested in reading, clothes
and jump rope.

2. Fear and sadness are acceptable emotions
for girls but not for boys.

3. As an individual, I don't amount to much.
Or, as an individual, I have considerable
skill and talent and people like me.

4. Teachers and adults generally have the
answers and know what is good for me.
Or, everyone affected by a social situation
should share in controlling and assessing
it.

While it is beyond the scope of this project to
deal with the subtle but very powerful set of
relationships that exist among students, teach-
ers, and administrators in the school as a social
structure, it is hoped that this brief mention
will encourage teachers and administrators to
look at it carefully. A somewhat polemical but
very provocative commentary on the problem
is Edgar Friedenberg's Coming of Age in
America.

Approaches to the Handling of Values

Inculcation of specific values. The traditional
approach to vain, education begins by identi-
fying those which the schools wish to inculcate
into youth. A recent example is found in a
bulletin titled The Teaching of Values, pub-
lished by the Los Angeles City Schools. After a
brief introduction, the book presents a compre-
hensive statement of "enduring values" under
the headings of integrity, courage, responsibil-
ity, justice, reverence, love and respect for law
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and order. The shared responsibility among the
school, family, church, and community for
teaching these values is noted. A major section
of the book titled "Suggested Learning Activi-
ties" offers many possible lessons, such as the
following, which relate to the value of integrity:

"Billy finds some money on the school
grounds. The children write stories describ-
ing what he should do with the money and
why."
"For the school newspaper, pupils write
editorials about honesty, loyalty, and faith
and how each might apply to school situa-
tions."
"Pupils listen to the sound track of 'Lincoln
in the White House'. They list ways in which
Lincoln showed a high degree of moral
courage."
Many of the suggested activities offer stu-

dents an opportunity to make a moral or ethical
decision. However, the students' solution to
these problems is not entirely free because the
teacher is committed by this approach to be
the agent of society and must attempt to steer
conclusions in socially acceptable directions.

Non-directive consideration of personal de-
cisions and beliefs. This approach is illustrated
in the book titled Values and Teaching, by
Louis Baths, Merrill Harmin and Sidney Simon.
In sharp contrast to the Los Angeles program,
the Baths book does not define the substantive
values which the school should promote. As the
authors put it, "Our emphasis is in the valuing
rather than on values" (p. 10).

The following quotation summarizes this
strategy:

What, according to the theory that we
propose, does one do if one wants to take on
the problem of helping children develop
values? Briefly, one assists children in using
the process of valuing. The process flows
naturally from the definition of values pre-
sented earlier. That is, an adult who would
help children develop values would be ad-
vised to:

1. Encourage children to make choices,
and to make then) freely.

2. Help them discover and examine alter-



natives when faced with choices.
3. Help children weigh alternatives

thoughtfully, reflecting on the conse-
quences of each.

4. Encourage children to consider what it
is that they prize and cherish.

5. Give them opportunities to make public
affirmations of their choices.

6. Encourage them to act, behave, live in
accordance with their choice.

7. help them to examine repeated be-
haviors or patterns in their life,

In this way, the adult encourages the pro-
cess of valuing. The intent of this process is to
help children (although it is equally appli-
cable to adults) clarify for themselves what
they value. This is very different from trying
to persuade children to accept some prede-
termined set of values. It is based on a con-
ception of democracy that says persons can
learn to make their own decisions, that says
human beings hold the possibility of being
thoughtful and wise and that the most appro-
priate values will come when persons use
their intelligence freely and reflectively to
define their relationships with each other and
with an ever-changing world, Furthermore,
it is based on the idea that values are per-
sonal things if they exist at all, that they can-
not be personal until they are freely accepted,
and that they cannot he of much significance
if they do not penetrate the living of the
person who holds them,
Baths points out that much of the most effec-

tive value education takes place in the normal
routine of school with students and teachers
encountering value issues. The teacher is ad-
vised to avoid moralizing but rather ask ques-
tions which lead students to explore their value
patterns. In addition, this book suggests numer-
ous lessons for classroom use which present
some kind of value-related episode or situation
and then asks students to answer questions.
The anticipated result is that students will
gradually build a logical value system which
has personal meaning to them. Although this
plan avoids identifying values to be imposed
on youth there seems to be an underlying as-

sumption that the main values in our culture
are logically justifiable to the extent that serious
intellectual consideration by youth will lead to
the valuing of muc.b which our society accepts
as "the good life."

Many' of the suggestions for lessons in Values
and Teaching are designed to get the student
to state what he believes. This brings his values
to the surface and makes him aware of them,
They are not necessarily challenged or exam-
ined critically in class but it is hoped that grad-
ually the student will he led to examine his
values and observe how they function in his
daily life. The emphasis seems to he on elemen-
tary rather than secondary youngsters.

Developing a desirable self perception. Be-
fore a student is likely to exhibit proper inter-
personal relationships within the context of the
values in his society he must develop a feeling
of being a worthy individual and must have
realistic and constructive attitudes toward suc-
cess and failure. The teacher's function is illus-
trated in this description quoted from Develop-
ing Moral-Spiritual Values in the Schools, by
the California Subcommittee on the Develop-
ment of Moral and Spiritual Values in the
Schools.

"A group of boys in a special remedial
class for slow learners felt that they were
looked down upon by the other pupils. They
seemed eager to learn, but were suspicious
of any extra attention and stuck together for
mutual protection."

"Miss Jones, sensing the situation, tried to
lose the tension by conducting a program
fitted to their needs. One of the morning
routines was to send the lunch money and a
list of names to the school cafeteria. Catching
the eye of Billy, who was the leader, she
said: 'Billy, would you like to take the money
to Mrs. Sousa?' Billy looked at her a little
startled, glanced over his shoulder at the
others, and then came to her desk. 'You mean
me?'

"Yes, wouldn't you like to do it?"
"Sure, I want to," but leaning on his elbow

over the desk, he said in a stage whisper,
"Didn't the rest of 'em tell you I steal?"



Miss Jones, smiling, said: "But you don't,
do you, Bill?"

No not now. I did a little in the second
and third grade and they still think I do. None
of the others trust me. You're good to us, so
I thought you should know about me before
you got into trouble."

He was so anxious to prove himself worthy
that before she could answer he took the
money bag, and in no time was back with a
proud look on his face.

To deliver the lunch money was his duty
all that week, and each day was a red letter
day for him.

That Friday he skipped the ball game and
waited at noon to talk to Miss Jones. "I never
did that before. Just the good girls got the
chance. Was I all right? I came right back.
Can I do it again? Take the money down, I
mean?"

"You certainly may, Bill. I saw you selling
papers when I took the train the other day.
You have a paper route. Your boss trusts you
with the paper money, doesn't he?"

"Sure and I have $200 saved in the
bank!"

"I think we are the lucky ones to have such
a 'mines:I-Ian as you, Bill, to do the job for
us," Miss Jones said.

Bill's spirit of self-confidence spread to the
others, who now stuck together in pride
rather than in self-defense."
There is no single appropriate place in the

curriculum for attention to a student's self-
perception and self-development. It belongs
anywhere a teacher caa successfully deal with
the problem. Undoubtedly, however, the early
years of schooling set patterns of behavior and
perception with respect to the functioning of
the youngster within the school that tend to
persist. Many teachers feel inadequate to deal
with the complex matter of the child's ego
development, but it is probably not too much
to assert that how a child values himself is the
most crucial value he holds. Most teachers at
every level can, without engaging students in
exercises that border on psychoanalysis, estab-
lish a classroom atmosphere and build a rela-
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tionship with their students in which the chil-
dren feel they are competent, respected and
valued individuals. The necessity for grading
and following a curriculum often interferes
with the establishment of such a relationship.

Learaing about values and how they func-
tion. Behavioral scientists have approached
values from a different vantage point than the
more traditional work o f philosophers and
theologians. They are not interested in persuad-
ing someone to adopt certain values. Without
any desire to praise or condemn they simply
study the values men hold, the means by which
they attain them, and how they function. There
is a wealth of knowledge about values and valu-
ing that could be included in the social studies
curriculum. However, much of it is equally or
even more appropriate in other parts of the
curriculum. A most effective program dealing
with values could be developed by coordinating
work in such fields as home economics, litera-
ture, fine arts, and social studies. A fundamental
aspect of knowledge about values deals with
how they develop within a culture. While the
basic material for such a teaching unit would
probably come from anthropology and soci-
ology, a novel such as Lord of the Flies, by
William Golding, could well be the focus of a
very effective set of lessons on the development
of social norms for high school students. The
comparative study of values and how they func-
tion within different societies is illustrated very,
well by the art produced in several societies.
An art teacher and a social studies teacher
working together could develop teaching ma-
terials on these topics that would likely be more
effective than each working independently. The
matter of how an individual acquires his values,
while it has been dealt with extensively by so-
cial scientists and would be very appropriate
for social studies courses, would be equally
appropriate as a part of the child development
units in home economies.

Additional topics that could receive attention
if one wishes to deal with knowledge about
values include the following: What are my
values and how did I get them? What are the
values of my society? How do values function



for me and for the society as a whole? How and
why do values change? The matter of societal
change and the impact of changing values is
particularly important at this time. The follow-
ing paragraphs indicate some of the knowledge
about values that might be included in the
curriculum. Many books could be filled with
such material, some of which is quite simple
and obvious while other parts are complex or
very controversial.

Values in every culture are not inherited
but rather are learned. A baby born of par-

cu ts from one culture but raised in another
culture will adopt the values of the adopted
culture. Values are not carried genetically
from one generation to the next as is the case
with the instinctive behavior patterns of in-
sects, birds and animals.

Anthropologists note that values in any
society fall along a scale. Those taken less
seriously are called folkways and are at one
end; while others called mores at the opposite
end of the scale are taken very seriously.
Folkways take the form of manners, styles
and certain social conventions. In our middle
class society a folkway requires men to open
the door for women. The fashions in dress,
architecture and automobile design are
styles. The relatively low seriousness of folk-
ways are shown in the comparatively in-
formal and light pressures used to enforce
them. These social pressures toward observ-
ing any values are called sanctions.

Common sanctions for violation of a folk-
way in our society are laughter, teasing, gos-
sip and shunning. A woman whose dresses
are too long or of an inappropriate cut is sub-
jected to these sanctions. A man with had
grammar has not committed a very grave
error but it is noted by his colleagues and can
have a bearing on determining which groups
accept him and whether he receives certain
kinds of recognition.

Toward the middle of the anthropologist's
scale are sprinkled many values held to be
more important than folkways. These would
include group rules, codes of ethics and some
role definitions. A school handbook outlining

proper student conduct would fall in this
area on the scale. Codes of ethics for teachers
which rule against gifts from students or
special compensation for tutoring are other
examples of middle values. Violation of these
values calls for all of the kinds of sanctions
listed for folkways and also some that are
more severe, including a reprimand, corporal
punishment for children, public condemna-
tion and fines.

Mores are a society's most seriously held
values and taboos. In our societ;, the "Ten
Commandments" and "Beatitudes" are state-
ments of mores, while our interpretation Of
democracy and capitalism would be the po-
litical and economic mores which are formal-
ized in the U. S. Constitution, legislative law
and common law. The sanctions for viola-
tions on this end of the scale include all men-
tioned earlier for less serious matters, plus
some formal and severe penalties such as
imprisonment, heavy fines, exile, excommuni-
cation, torture, and even capital punishment.

To most Americans industriousness, thrift
and ambition are positive values. In games
and in business alike the aim is to win the
game, the trophy, the contract. But a Hopi
Indian child is taught that be should never
push himself forward, never try to win at
games. The Hopi child is embarrassed when
he gets ahead of his playmates. Competition
as we know it is alien to the Hopi system of
values.

The values of a society can be discovered
by answering such questions as these:

What would parents most like children to
he and do when they grow up?

What virtues are emphasized in formal
and informal education?

What do people feel is worth dying for?
What behavior warrants the most severe

social sanctions?
Analysis of value conflicts. This usually in-

volves engaging students in dialogue concern-
ing value conflicts presently confronting them
and the society generally. It is usually assumed
that such an approach, which ma). involve a
chalkige to the values held by a student, is
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more appropriate for junior and senior high
school students than for elementary school stu-
dents. There is now available a considerable
body of commercially published material which
is intended to develop value laden issues in the
classroom. The following procedures or as-
sumptions are usually involved:

1. The instructional task is not that of teach-
ing the student something he doesn't know
but rather one of clarifying or developing
attitude, beliefs, and values the student
already has but may not have articulated.
Any child at any age in school has values.
What you are doing is asking him to be-
come aware of those he has, analyze them,
evaluate them, and consider their social
consequences.

2. Carefully directed discussion is a very
crucial part -rf the teaching procedure.
The "right answer" environment is not
conducive to dealing with values in this
way.

3. The individual student must commit him-
self. He must become personally involved
which means the issue and the values at
stake must be significant to him. While
much historical material can be used, the
focus is always on the contemporary so-
ciety. It also means that material and
issues that are very meaningful and effec-
tive in one school may not be in another.

4. The basic steps of teaching method are:
(a) identify a value issue through the use
of discussion, a film, reading an historical
account or piece of lite7ature, or whatever;
(r) clarify any terms or concepts which
may be involved so that all the students
perceive the issue the same so far as possi-
ble; (c) research the issue as carefully as
the r:ge and abilities of the students per-
mit; (d) through the use. of an alogies,
hypothesis testing and other devices, look
at the personal and social consequences of
the several values at stake in the issue.

One approach that falls within this general
category has been developed yeny fully in
Teaching High School Social Studies, by Hunt

and Metcalf. These authors appear to have
adopted the theory of values and value change
developed by Gunnar Myrdal in his classic
study of race in the United States, The Ameri-
can Dilemma. Myrdal assumed that there is
within most people in this country a drive to be
consistent. That is, if it becomes clear to us that
we are inconsistent in our beliefs or values, we
will make every effort to change toward a more
consistent position. He also assumes that most
of us carry around in our heads value incon-
sistencies. That is, we believe that honesty is
the best policy, but we also believe that you
have to be sharp to get ahead. Or we say that
we believe in the principle of brotherhood but
we wouldn't invite a Negro to a party at our
home. Hunt and Metcalf have devised teaching
strategies that make students aware of value
inconsistencies they have learned from the so-
ciety around them. Assnmiii he wants to be
consistent, an awareness of inconsistency
troubles the individual and causes him to seek
ways to remove the inconsistency. The goal of
such teaching is to help the student develop a
consistent, well understood set of values that he
knows how to use as he faces a society full of
value confusion.

A second approach is that developed theo-
retically by Oliver and Shaver in Teaching
Public Issues in the High School and illustrated
by the American Education Publications teach-
ing materials written by Newmann and Oliver.
The emphasis here is on political values as they
come into conflict in contemporary social issues.
The basic purpose is to encourage the student
to explore a controversial political issue, to find
where he stands and how he can best defend
his position in terms of social reality. Strong
emphasis is placed on the development of the
student's ability to clarify a point of contro-
versy, test evidence, advance an argument, and
use other skills needed in dialogue and discus-
sion. The use of historical analogies brings in a
great deal of historical material and motion
pictures, film strips, drama, poetry, fictional
vignettes, and other instructional media are
combined in an effort to maximize the student's
involvement.



Developing the process of valuing. While
everyone learns through trial and error within
his family and neighborhood setting one or
more approaches to the making of value
choices, it is the particular responsibility of the
schools to develop a systematic, rational process
for making such decisions. When faced with a
dilemma an individual may have learned to re-
sort to one or more "psychological solutions"
such as denial, repression or withdrawal or he
may use a variety of intellectual attacks includ-
ing rationalization, the appeal to authority, or
what he takes to be common sense. While all of
us use these devices to a greater or lesser extent,
the social studies teacher should encourage the
students to replace them with reflective or criti-
cal processes of valuing.

Much of the strategy for reflective valuing is
quite familiar to teachers. The act of evaluation
as a formal process closely resembles problem
solving. One set of authors sketches it as
follows:

Belief
(Value judgment )

Doubt
(aroused by the development of

conflict between values)
Ideas

(hypotheses showing the consequences of acting hi
terms of each of the disputed values)

Tests
'rested Belief

(Reflecting a value, the pursuit of NI 11 jell

seems to offer the best road for getting
to some end not in doubt)

(hunt and Metcalf )

Such a formal procedure appears rather omi-
nous and cumbersome to many teachers. The
development of an example may help. Assume
a group of students accepts the commonly held
values of independence and self-reliance. Fol-
lowing a local catastrophe many persons are
made homeless and others lose many of their
personal possessions because of flooding. The
question arises whc ther or not the state and fed-
eral government should provide low interest
loans and other special benefits to these flood
victims. Such aid appears to violate the slit-

dents' values and they find they are torn be-
tween their personal value commitments of self-
reliance and independence and the obvious
need of some of their neighbors, Within the
classroom the teacher might proceed as follows:
(1) through discussion and the gathering of in-
formation from newspapers and witnesses, de-
scribe the situation as accurately as possible;
(2) clarify the conflicting values that students
feel; (3) consider the likely consequences of
acting on the basis of each of the relevant value
positions; (4) examine each of these anticipated.
outcomes in terms of other values the students
hold, particularly those prescribing end-states
of existence; (5) determine whether any stu-
dents feel they should alter in sonic way the
values they brought into the discussion.

In the course of such a process students
usually demonstrate several of the less desirable
ways of decision making such as appeal to
authority (often themselves, a friend, or a pub-
lic figure), withdrawal ("Aw, the government
will do it anyway so why worry about it"), or
rationalization ("If those people had saved their
money they wouldn't need any help"). The
teacher should point out the inadequacy or in-
appropriateness of such processes and develop
a sense of the value of the reflective approach.

The process of valuing sketched here can be
applied to such questions as should I smoke
cigarettes, should we have put a man on the
moon, should I kiss a girl on the first date, or
any other moral or value decision one might
face. The process stresses the need to be as un-
emotional as possible, defining the value issue
carefully, relying on empirical evidence as
much as possible, and looking at the conse-
quences of personal decisions or public policies.

Comparative approach to the analysis of
values. A student can better understand his own
culture as well as other cultures by engaging
in a comparative study of several cultures,
Values arc a central component of any culture.
It is sometimes easier for a student to grasp the
place of values in human society, the processes
of cultm al change such as invention and diffu-
sion, and the interrelatedness of culture by
studying relatively simple or distant cultures
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rather than his own. One possibility is to adopt
an essentially anthropological approach by
studying simple societies in order to gain
greater insight into the workings of a culture.
The material in a book such as Four Ways of
Being Human, by Gene Lisitsky, can be used
in this way. Many films and slides as well as
sets of photographs are now available to help
the younger child or the poor reader to grasp
the concept of culture and the differences
among cultures. The Anthropology Curriculum
Study Project has much to contribute to such
an approach. It is not possible here to list the
bibliographies, filmstrips, and other teaching
aids prepared by the Project, but the 16-week
secondary school course titled "Patterns in
Human History: An Anthropological Perspec-
tive" provides much material relevant to the
analysis of values.

Many world history courses are now con-
ceived by teachers and students as cultural area
courses. While many such courses have been
developed, they usually contain some or all of
the following elements: an essentially historical
sketch of the development of each cultural
area emphasizing shifts in cultural patterns; an
analysis of the traditional folk culture that per-
sisted prior to Westernization or industrializa-
tion; and the trends of the present and recent
past. In the process of analyzing any culture
these factors are related to the total develop-
mental scheme: (1) the influence of the environ-
ment (2) technological level as related to natural
resources, geography, and the needs of the
people (3) institutions such as the family, re-
ligion, ethics, polities, and ecoromics which re-
late people one with another (4) any special
cultural products such as art, music, or ideolo-
gies. Such an approach places human values in
their total social context and enables the stu-
dent to better understand his own culture and
the place of values in it. Very often considerable
attention is given to parallel or contrasting situ-
ations in the culture of the United States
throughout the courst..

We should not overlook, either, the fact that
one can develop the comparative cultures ap-
proach without considering any society other

than our own. The many sub-cultures in our
midst provide excellent

and
for the study

aof culture differences nd the accompanying
value differences. Many students in the small
towns and cities of Wisconsin are no more able
to understand a conversation between two
Negro boys in Milwaukee than two Chinese
boys in Taiwan or two French boys in Paris.
The values and other cultural traits of the
Amish, jazz musicians, or Basque shepherds in
the Western mountains provide other examples.

Teaching Strategies

1. PRIMARY GRADES: DEVELOPING
EMPATHY FOR OTHER
INDIVIDUALS
(Adapted from Phi Delta Kappan, April,
1969, p. 460)

Instructional Objectives: Given the in-
formation in the following story students
should be able to:

a. State the alternatives open to Willie
(the central character in the story);

b. Describe at least two things that
might happen to Willie, depending
on what course of action he decides
to pursue; and how they think Willie
would feel in each instance;

c. State what they think they would do
if they were Willie, and explain why
they think they would do this;

d. Describe how they think they would
fee) if they did this;

e. State what they believe is a war-
ranted generalization about how
people feel in situations similar to
Willie's.

In this strategy, students are asked to
read a story (or have the story read to
them, depending on age and grade level)
in which an individual, as real-life as pos-
sible, is faced with a choice between two
(or more) conflicting alternatives. Here
is one such story that might he used with
first graders:

Willie Johnson was in trouble! In
school this morning he had thrown his
rant water at Sue Nelligan and the



teacher had become angry with him.
"Why did you do that, Willie?" she had
asked. Willie couldn't tell her, because
he really didn't know why himself. He
knew that she had teased him a little,
but that wasn't the real reason. He just
didn't know! The whole thing put him
in a bad mood. From then on the entire
day just went to heck.

In the afternoon he had pushed
Tommy Grigsly in the recess line. He
had also stamped his foot and yelled
at the teacher. The teacher had become
angry with him again. But this time she
had pinned a note to his mother on his
jacket.

That note! He knew it was about his
behavior in class during the day. He
knew that when he got home his
mother would read the note and give
him some kind of punishment. Then
his father would find out about it and
he would really get it!

On his way home from school Willie
was thinking about what his Ether
would do to him.

"Wow!" He thought, "I'll get killed
if I take this note home. I'd better ta!:e
if off and throw it away."

He was just about to do that when
he remembered what had happened to
Billy Beatty when he was sent home
with a note. Billy had thrown his note
away and was sent to the principal's
office about it. Then Billy was in double
trouble!

Wow! Ile was in trouble. He couldn't
give it to his mother, he couldn't throw
it away. What should he do? Ile had a
problem, all right. He had to make a
choice, but how should he choose? No
matter what he did, the outcome didn't
look too good! What should he do?
Upon completion of the reading, the

teacher can ask the class the following
questions:

I. What things might Willie do? (What
alternatives are open to him?)

2. What might happen to him if he
does these things? (Discuss each
alternative.)

3. How do you think he'd feel, in each
case, if this happened?

4. If you were faced with this situation,
what would you do?

5. How do you think you'd feel?
6. Basing your answer on how you've

said you would feel and how you
think Willie felt, what can you say
about how people feel in situations
like this?

II. JUNIOR OR SENIOR HIGH:
EXAMINING THE SOURCE
OF VALUES
(Adapted from a lesson prepared by Jan
Herman of Kewaunee.)

I undertook this evaluation question
with my seventh grade classes:

"Cigarette smoking is adult. I feel
mature when I light up. Why shouldn't
I puff? All the kids smoke; I don't want
to be the creep in the crowd."
Why do you feel as you do concernig

this matter of smoking?
The seventh grade classes were very

eager to begin this study of values and
smoking. Smoking is a timely issue which
involves all the students at one time or
another.

In the introduction to this project, it
was brought out that values are with us
and used constantly in our daily life.
Much research was done on the part of
the students and myself to find the pros
and cons of smoking.

To execute the proper instruction, it
was necessary to evaluate both sides of
the problem very carefully. It was
brought out that there arc some values
to smoking although it is an expensive
and dangerous habit.

It was the general feeling of the stu-
dents in all classes that smoking is a had
habit. Immediate risk to health or to ath-
letic achievement would be far more
compelling motivations to quit smoking



than fear of death twenty or thirty years
later. Comments were also discussed thot
maybe teaching in the schools aho.it
smoking should start early perhaps as
soon as the fourth or fifth grade and
continue through the junior high and
senior high school years. We discussed
many of the excuses students use to
smoke. What value each excuse had was
up to each individual student. Some of
these excuses are as follows:

students say they smoke to be part
of the crowd
students say they smoke because it
makes them feel more mature, grown
up
students say they .smoke because
they feel more sophisticated or
glamorous
students say they smoke because it
puts them at ease or relaxes them
ctuderits say they smoke because it
helps to keep their weight down
students say they smoke because
their parents do

After much discussion and evaluation
concerning these excuses of how each
student felt about these statements, we
asked ourselves another question: Is the
enjoyment you will get from cigarettes
really more important than your health
or life? Again the class was asked to re-
evaluate their beliefs and feelings con-
cerned with this habit.

At this point in the class discussion, I
read to the class a condensed story from
Readers Digest, July 1960. The title of
the selection was "The Man Who Wrote
His Own Obituary." This was a story of
a man who realized the value of not
smoking too late. The following is a sum-
mary of that story. "Mark Waters, long a
reporter for the Honolulu Star Bulletin,
started his last story January 27. Run it as
my obituary, he said on that day. Maybe
it will help someone. Four clays later he
made the final corrections in his copy.
On the next day, February 1, in Queens
Hospital, Honolulu, he died of lung can-
cer."

At this point, I passed out the evalua-
tion question: "Why do you feel as you
do concerning this matter of smoking?"
The students were given about twenty-
five minutes of class time to begin to
study and collect their thoughts on the
question I presented them. This assign-
ment was to be turned in the following
day at the end of the class period.

One additional comment should be
made. It was difficult to present this ques-
tion so that the students really saw and
examined both sides carefully. Too often
students suspect that the teacher and
even their parents want them to condemn
smoking. This is likely to make them take
the opposite side without evaluating both
sides.

III. GRADES 7-9: VALUE ISSUES IN THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS
(Adapted from material prepared by Jeff Shannon and Don Guse at Antigo.)

Major Generalizations:
Every society creates laws. Some laws are designed to promote the common good; other

laws protect special interests or groups. Penalties and sanctions are provided for violation of
law.
Generalization Variant:
(1st. political science variant listed for grade 7 in Conceptual Framework)

Laws are made by all levels of government-school districts, municipalities, states, and na-
tional. Each government unit provides means of sanctions; respect for law is essential to govern-
ment.



Following the teaching of the Congress and its work, the class is divided into two groups
representing the House and Senate. Each student is provided with a sheet containing a ficti-
tious bill number, names of representatives sponsoring the bill, and a statement of purpose. An
example follows:

H.R. 393. A bill proposed by Representatives Robin and Dobin.
The purpose of this bill is to prevent demonstration against United States
policies in Viet Nam and the punishment of anyone violating this law.

The House group holds an open discussion and formulates its version of the bill which is
then voted on and submitted to the Senate.

The Senate reviews the House version. As it is unlikely that this group will accept the bill
as submitted by the House, a House-Senate Joint Committee is formed and the bill is referred
to them. The right of dissent, the limits of dissent, and appropriate forms of government con-
trol of dissent are the crucial points for debate.

When the Joint Committee formulates a compromise bill, this is then submitted to both
houses for passage. As it is probable that the bill will pass, it can then be submitted to the
President (could be teacher) who can either pass it or veto it. If the bill is vetoed, it should
return to the House (where it originated) and pass with a 2/3 vote. Same procedure in the
Senate.

ROBIN-DOBIN BILL #393

Enacting Clause The Robin -Dobin Bill #393
concerns the handling of demonstrators against United States policies in
Viet Nam.

Be It Known That
We, Robin and Dobin, the originators of this bill, do here propose that
any one person or group of people who publicly demonstrate against United
States policies in Viet Nam shall be punished.

The History, of Robin-Dobin Bill #393 (as prepared by Mr. Shannon's second hour class)

The House Proposals

1. A "Group" shall be defined as "up to, including, but not more than ten (10) people".
2. Punishment shall be a $500 fine and 20 days in jail.

The House proposals were passed 4-2 and signed by the Speaker of the House (who was
chosen by the group, House)

The Senate Proposals
1. "Group" shall be defined as "any number of people more than two."
2. "Punishment" refers only to "destructive demonstration," "destructive demonstration"

shall herein he known to mean an act resulting in damage or injury to the public."
3. "Punishment" shall be

A. Physically and mentally able males 18-40 years of age shall serve one year in service
in Viet Nam.

B. Physically and mentally unable males 18-40 years of age shall serve five years in prison.
C. Physically and mentally able females 18-40 shall serve as nurses in Viet Nam for one year.
D. Physically and mentally unable females 18-40 shall serve two and one half years in prison.

House-Senate Joint Committee Proposals
1. Representatives of the House accepted the Senate's definition of a "group" as being any

number of people more than two.
2. Representatives of the Senate accepted the House proposal of a $500 fine in addition to



the two and a half year prison term for both males and females physically unable to be
sent to Wet Nam.

The Joint Committee defined a "demonstrator" as any person healing a sign and or verbally
making his dissatisfaction with the Federal Government's policies in Viet Nam known to the
public.
The Joint Committee determined that "demonstrators" under the age of 18 be referred to Juve-
nile Court for judgment of their punishment.

FINAL VERSION OF THE ROBIN-DOBIN BILL #393

Be it known that any number of people amounting to more than two and bearing a sign or
signs or verbally making their dissatisfaction with the Federal Government's policies in Wet
Nam known to the public shall be punished as follows:
Males 18-40 Physically and mentally able shall serve one year in Viet Nam. All others shall

serve five years in prison and pay a $500 fine.
Females 18-40 Physically and mentally able shall serve one year in Viet Nam as nurses.

All others shall serve two and one-half years in prison and pay a $500 fine.
Under Age 18 All those defined as "demonstrators" shall be referred to Juvenile Court for

-- judgment of punishment.
President L. B. Shannon vetoed the bill, returning it within the required ten days to the
branch of Congress (the House) in which it originated. House overrode veto with required
2/3 majority and Senate passed it unanimously, making it a law.
Desired Result:

A student should see how society creates laws and imposes penalties and sanctions for vio-
lation of laws; from such a fictitious bill the class could see the procedure in actuality by
following bills being considered in the Congress and the State Legislature. The subject of
the proposed bill is controversial and entails basic political values that will arouse discussion
among the students.

IV. JUNIOR OR SENIOR HIGH:
DEVELOPING A STRATEGY
FOR VALUE ANALYSIS:

(Adapted from materials developed by
Ed Flynn at Kaukauna High School as
part of Project Public Information funded
by the U.S. Office of Education).

I. VALUES AND THE SCHOOL
A. Materials: Excerpt from Lykes,

"Teachers from Abroad Take a
Look at America."
Stimulus words from Postman,
Bruner, and McGinnies.
Spranger's six personality types as
presented in Allport, Vernon, and
Litidzey, Study of Values, 3rd ed.,
Boston, Boughton Muffin (c. 1960).

B. Purpose: Values come in clusters;
a human being does not hold one

value in isolation. Any one value
or attitude is part of a complex
orientation which includes the in-
dividual's relationship to a wide
variety of subjects. Specific values,
then, are integrated into a complex
system and, over a long period of
time, form a pattern of personality
development.
The purpose of this instructional
model is to invite and guide stu-
dent investigation of some of these
attitudinal-value systems. Allport,
Vernon, and Lindzey's Study of
Values provides a scale for meas-
uring dominant value patterns and
a discussion of many common pat-
terns. It forms the basic frame of
reference for the selection of ma-
terials and the teaching strategy



in this lesson. Case studies which
focus primarily on the school as a
social institution are also used.

C, Procedures: Some teachers may
choose a direct approach to the
problem of classifying the domi-
nant value in personality. If this
method is desired, the teacher
simply has students take the per-
sonality test included in Study of
Values, The manual explains the
procedure, and the test is self-
scoring.
In class discussion, review the re-
sults and introduce the students
to the six categories of values en-
compassed by this particular clas-
sification theoretical, economic,
aesthetic, social, political, and re-
ligious. The teacher should stress
that the six classifications are not
rigid but only working tools for
inquiry, enabling students to com-
pare various attitudinal-value sys-
tems. After this first step, a multi-
tude of strategies becomes avail-
able. The following suggestions
represent only a small portion of
the large vein of possibilities.
Have the students classify the var-
ious statements in a selection
evaluating or commenting on our
educational system. One good
selection is Lykes, "Teachers from
Abroad Take a Look at Am.:rica."
In this article foreign teachers
who participated in the 1965-66
International Teacher Develop-
ment Program comment on their
experiences in our schools. The
value implications of many of our
educational practices are revealed
in such comments as: "Discipline
was stricter than in my country,"
"They learn to keep a distance be-
tween themselves and their stu-
dents," "Ile !ias not time to

dream, and "They test training,
not thinking."
This procedure may open up a
host of questions. In what value
classification should a secondary
school be judged? What values
should predominate in a secondary
school? What values predominate
in the secondary school attended
by the students?
A student survey can he utilized.
Have each student interview three
or four people other than members
of the class. The question could
be: "What do you think should be
the main purpose of a secondary
school?" The students will receive
a wide variety of answers, some
unusable. In class discussion make
a list of the more interesting re-
plies and have the students classify
these replies into the six atti-
tudinal-value categories. Focus
the class discussion on the rela-
tionship of values to a social insti-
tution such as the school. But here,
again, avoid rigidity. If some re-
plies do not seem to fit into the six
categories, point out the limita-
tions of the tool. The six classifica-
tions are a human invention and,
like all human inventions, they
have imperfections.
A more indirect method may also
be used very effectively. If stu-
dents have not had experience in
classifying human phenomena into
functional categories, necessity
dictates some familiarization as a
first step. Suppose the teacher
writes on the blackboard a series
of numbers:

4, 7, 10, 22, 91, 14

The teacher then asks the students
to arrange these numbers into two
groups and label each group. The
students may respond:



4, 10,
7,

22,
91,

or

14, even
odd

4, 7, one digit
10, 22, 91, 14, two digit

Other arrangements are possible,
and the exact grouping the class
determines is, of course, not pre-
dictable.
The teacher now asks, "Why did
you group the numbers this way?"
The students say, "Because they
are odd and even," or "Because
they are one and two digit num-
bers." The teacher asks, "But are
not the numbers within each group
different from one another?" Stu-
dents say, "Yes, but they have
something in common." This con-
cept of commonness in the midst
of differences should be stressed.
If he chooses, the teacher can de-
velop and utilize other exercises to
illustrate this
teacher writes

Theory
Useful
Loving
Verify
Famous
Prayer

concept. Now the
on the board:

Beauty
Sacred
Artist
Compete
Finance
Kindly

The teacher says, "Now arrange
these words into six groups and
giN e a label to each group!" The
results of this assignment are also
unpredictable. But it is unlikely
that the students will arrange the
words in the six classifications and
label them as such, The resulting
labels are not as important as the
development of the student's ap-
preciation of problems and meth-
ods in classifying phenomena.
After this student experience, the
teacher says, "As you see, we have
many variations, and no one vari-
ation is necessarily better than any

other. But for our purposes in the
future investigation of values, we
will arrange these words in the fol-
lowing order with the following
labels." The teacher can then de-
velop and explain the basic criteria
of the six categories of attitudinal-
value systems.

D. Other Activities: 1. Students at-
tend a school board meeting, take
notes on what happens and what
is said. Later in class they can
classify their observations into the
six categories.
2. Students interview school per-
sonnel on what they think are the
most important problems of the
school. The students then classify
the statements using the six cate-
gories.
3. Students interview people on a
specific educational question such
as sex education and classify the
replies.

II. VALUES AND CONTEMPORARY
AMERICAN SOCIETY
A. Materials: Donald A. Erickson,

"The Plain People vs. the Common
Schools." A detailed analysis and
history of the continuing clash be-
tween our public school system
and the Amish. The clash of cul-
tures is clearly developed as well
as the legal-political implications
of the struggle.
Glendy Culligan, "Bah Humbug,
Virginia We Don't Know." A
colorful presentation of the legal
questions now being raised con-
cerning the traditional Christmas
pageants and programs in the pub-
lic schools. Several specific cases
are dealt with in the context of
recent state and federal court
decisions.

B. Purpose: What is so common
about the oonnoi, schools? In one



sense, common m2-Ans a standard-
ized set of values, attitudinal
values as described in Lesson I.
What happens when a sub-cultural
group such as the Amish confront
the common schools and their
standardized values? What in-
sights do these confrontations give
the student in seeing the relation-
ship between values and educa-
tion?
This section is designed to widen
the student's perspective by show-
ing some of the difficulties encoun-
tered when attempts are made to
develop a common education for
al] in a pluralistic society having
many sub-cultures and minority
groups. Lesson I introduced the
student to the concept of attitud-
inal value categories and oriented
him toward the collision of values
probably existing in his own
school. Lesson II presents a case
study focused on a sub-culture,
the Amish.
A second case study is based upon
the value conflict between minor-
ity groups and the question of
Christmas ceremonies in the pub-
lic school.
Both cases represent a clash of
values centered on the school. The
articles come from contemporary
periodicals and seem likely to pro-
voke student discussion. But the
specific case studies are not im-
portant. Other articles on other
minority groups can be used.
Negroes, Puerto Ricans, Catholics,
and the economically poor all have
their differences with the common
school. Articles on these disputes,
appearing in newspapers and
magazines, can form the bases for
case studies other than the ones
selected here.

C. Procedures: The articles suggest

many questions which can be util-
ized by the teacher to ignite stu-
dent discussion. Some, but cer-
tainly not all, of these questions
may be:
1. What values should be taught

in a public school?
2. In the article, "The Plain Peo-

ple vs. the Common Schools,"
What does the word "common"
mean to you? What does it
mean to the Amish?

3. Should all youth be required to
attend public schools?

4. Are private schools a threat to
the welfare of the American
people?

5. Are religious values taught in
the public schools? Should they
be taught?

6. Should students who deny the
theory of evolution on religious
grounds be forced to take a
biology course in which evolu-
tion is taught?

7. How would you resolve the
conflict between the Amish and
the common schools?

8. How would you resolve the
conflicts over Christmas and
other Christian rites disputed
in the second article?

9. Do rural societies have values
different from those of urban
societies?

Role playing is another effective
method of working with these ma-
terials. Have a group of students
play the role of the Amish and
have them present to the class
their case as they see it. Another
group of students can take the role
of the public school officers and
present their case. The remainder
of the class can play the role of a
school board, record the values ex-
pressed, classify them into the six
categories introduced in Lesson 1,



and then attempt to resolve the
conflict. The same procedure can
be used for the second article.
After students have investigated
the two articles, the teacher may
be able to draw from classroom dis-
cussion some specific generaliza-
tions concerning values and the
public schools. The articles sug-
gest the following possibilities:

1. People try to transmit their
values to the 'oung through
education.

2. Some people who disagree
with the values they think
they see in the public schools
may try to establish private
schools for their children.

:3. Some people see private
schools as a threat to the gen-
eral welfare of the nation, a
threat to the common good.

4. Some people will attempt to
purge the public schools of
what they consider to be ob-
jectionable values.

5. A standardized nationally con-
trolled school system would
require some nation-wide
agreement on values.
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6. The existence of pluralism in
American society creates diffi-
cult value choices for the
American public schools.

7. A totalitarian state such as
Hitler's Germany would solve
the problem of pluralism in a
way different from the ways
used in a democratic state.

8. The more unified a people is
in basic values the less dispute
there will be over schools.

9. The United States is growing
toward a more unified agree-
ment over values and the role
of the public schools.

10. Public schools encourage con-
formity to a common standard
of values.

Conflict of values other than in the
religious sphere can be utilized.
Various political and economic
ideologies, represented by various
pressure groups, attempt to influ-
ence the public schools. These dis-
putes are reported almost daily in
current periodicals and can be
used by the teacher to broaden the
student's perspective on the com-
plexity of the problem of values
and the public school.
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V. PRIMARY GRADES: USING
PICTURES AS A BASIS
FOR VALUE DECISION
The volume Discussion Pictures for Be-
ginning Social Studies by Raymond
Muessig (Harper and Row, 1967) is an
invaluable source of suggestions for
value-centered discussion in the elemen-
tary Lnhool. While any teacher will be
able to develop many of his own lessons,
there is a very helpful Teacher's Guide
which asserts that among the range of
objectives served by discussion pictures
are these especially related to feelings,
attitudes, beliefs, and values:

1. He is increasingly curious about him-
self and about others nearby and far
away.

2. He appreciates and cherishes human
diversities. He states that differences
in people are interesting, natural, and
worthy of study and understanding.
He expresses a feeling of kinship with
other persons and sees relationships
between his actions and feelings and
theirs. He does not reject others be-
cause their ways of life are unlike his
Own.

3. He sees people as individuals rather
than as identical parts of the groups
to which they belong and the cultures
in which they live. He avoids judg-
ments based upon initial impressions
and superficial characteristics, such
as facial features, skin color and
dress.

4. He believes th kt people with differ-
ent backgrounds, interests, experi-
ences, abilities and persuasions can
contribute to the way of life of a cul-
ture or society. He appreciates peo-
ple's diverse contributions in educa-
tional, religious, humanitarian, tech-
nological, scientific and artistic
realms. Ile hopes that he will enrich
the lives of others by his thoughts
and actions.
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5. He knows and accepts himself. He
examines his own ideas, feelings, tal-
ents, abilities, shortcomings, and as-
pirations with an eye toward self-
improvement and self-realization. He
develops increased individuality, au-
tonomy and self-confidence; and he
wants others to have the opportunity
to become their own best selves.

6. He views learning as an adventure,
a search, a process, rather than just
an exposure to things already known
to others.

7. He tries to see things as others see
them; he "feels" for others; he em-
pathizes with them; and he identifies
with them. He expresses a genuine
concern for others and develops more
and more of a social conscience. He
has an ever-increasing commitment
to the basic rights of man. He wants
freedom and privileges for himself
and others, but he recognizes that
there must be accompanying respon-
sibilities and duties. He believes that
every person should have a chance to
pursue happiness, as he defines it, in
his own way, so long as he does not
interfere with the happiness of
others. He respects laws developed
through democratic procedures. He
abides by majority decisions but pro-
tects the right of minorities to be
heard and to become majorities
through orderly processes, if their
arguments are sufficiently persuasive.

8. He welcomes new experiences and
looks forward to the challenges to-
morrow will bring. He has a purpose-
ful approac" toward life. He believes
the human condition can be im-
proved, if man cares and tries hard
enough to improve it. He feels that
people can achieve many things
through cooperative endeavors.

9. He is aware of his physical environ-
ment and its properties, appeals,
assets, and limitations. Ile has a feel-



ing for the natural beauty that sur-
rounds him. He is concerned about
the conservation of natural resources.
He has a humane approach to ani-
mals and the contribution they can
make to his way of life.

10, He finds sufficient challenge, pur-
pose, and satisfaction in life to have
an inner security even though he may
be subjected to many changes, frus-
trations and disappointments. He aids
others around him in their search for
meaning and stability.

11. He feels wanted and needed because
he is a unique person with dignity
and worth. He establishes positive,
rewarding relationships with others
around him. He is able to reach out
to them and to preserve rich relation-
ships with them.

While it isn't possible here to repro-
duce the pictures which are associated
with this approach, the readers can en-
vision the strategy used in the classroom
by these excerpts from the Teacher's
Guide.

Theme 6 Man's need for acceptance,
respect, companionship, belonging, and
love.

Because of its significance, universality,
potential appeal, and ease of understand-
ing for young children, the idea of man's
need for acceptance, respect, companion-
ship, belonging, and love was one of the
first themes considered for this series.

Picture A Children will probably
point out in picture A the friendship be-
tween the two children. They may ob-
serve that the two companions seem very
small against the big fence and the tall
buildings and that the pair of friends
could be happy to have each other. They
could point out that there may not be
many places to play in their neighbor-
hood, but that if one has a good friend,
playing can be fun anyway.

Picture B The boys in picture B are
enjoying each other's company at a sum-

mer camp. Pupils may want to talk about
what they do during the summer with
their friends.

Picture C Children should identify
easily with the three Swedish boys in 6C.
They may state that there are some things
one can do with friends that he cannot do
by himself and that certain activities re-
quire, or are enriched by, the participa-
tion of others,

Picture D When children first look
at 6D they may see and discuss only the
five children in the foreground, what they
are doing, how they feel, and so on. In
time, someone in the class will notice the
little girl in the background. Children
may have varied reactions with reference
to this little girl. One child may identify
with her and see things from her point of
view that she wants to play with the
children in the circle Ina does not know
anyone in the group and is timid about
joining. Another child may say that the
little girl does not know how to play the
game and .venders whether the children
will show her how to play.

Another child may see things from the
perspective of the group the children
in the circle have not seen the little girl
yet; they will invite her to join them as
soon as they see her. Some child may say
that the children in the circle have played
with the little girl before, but they would
rather not have the little girl join them
because she is too "bossy." Sooner or
later, some child will probably observe
that it is hard to be on the outside of
somethfrg looking in, or that at times it
is more fun to be with others than to be
by one's self.

Characteristics of a good playmate or
good group member or friend may be
identified by the class as they talk about
this picture. To foster human relations
and group process skills and attitudes, the
teacher may want to help the children
list some of these characteristics on a class
experience chart.



Picture E A slightly different dimen-
sion to 6D could be brought out by the
use of 6E. Here are two girls on the out-
side looking in, and children may say that
whether the two girls join the others or
not, they still have each other's company.
They may also mention some games that
can be played and enjoyed with others on
equipment such as that shown in the
photograph. Some classes may extend a
discussion of the pictures in this set to
include the companionship and love
available in the home, whether one has
close friends or not.

Virtually all of the 18 themes devel-
oped in the volume have some relation-
ships to the value area.

VI. JUNIOR AND SENIOR HIGH:
DEVELOPING AN APPROACH TO
THE ANALYSIS OF THE AMERICAN
VALUE SYSTEM IN A U.S.
HISTORY COURSE
(Adapted from material prepared and
taught by Brother Dennis Pahl)

This material was developed around
Gunnar Myrdal's analysis of the Ameri-
can value system (see bibliography for
references to Myrdal's theory). It at-
tempts to translate Myrdal's theory into
a teaching strategy. The basic text is
Unit VI of Discovering American History
by Kownslar and Frizzle. The stated ob-
jectives of the series of lessons are these:
1. Have students identify the general

valuations of the American creed as
expressed by Myrdal

2. Have students determine whether or
not they accept the values that make
up the creed

3. Identify related specific values held by
individuals

4. Recognize that conflict may exist be-
tween general and specific values

5. Attempt to clarify and res..'ve one or
more such conflicts in class

Lesson I. Ask students to identify the
general valuations held by members of
a basketball team desiri4 to v.- the
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championship (or some similar thing
relevant to the students in a particular
class). Place on the hoard the list de-
veloped by the students, which might
look like this:

Creed for a Champion Team
Strong desire to win
All players willing to give 100%
All players cooperate with each other
Have respect for and confidence

in the coach
Follow training rules
Have faith in themselves
Ask students to cite any general valu-
ation they believe most Americans ac-
cept as being essential to a good so-
ciety. The notion of such valuations is
new to the students and some probing
and explanation may be needed. An
alternative is to simply place Myrdal's
six categories on the board human
dignity, political equality, equal oppor-
tunity, humanitarianism, social equal-
ity, and equality of justice. As time per-
mits, work with the class in clarifying
and defining each of these categories.
Homework: Copy the six categories
and list two or more examples of values
that fall under each.

Lesson II. One student goes to the board,
lists the six categories, and fills in the
examples provided by the students
from their homework. The teacher then
leads a discussion in which the students
are asked to consider which of these
values they accept and which they re-
ject. This will usually lead into a con-
sideration of the meanings of terms
such as justice and equality. Near the
end of the period the teacher suggests
that a person's actions or comments
may actually be inconsistent with his
professed general beliefs. The follow-
ing chart is distributed to the students
and for homework they are asked to
give examples of statements they have
heard or actions they have seen which
conflict with the general valuations.



General Valuations
All men should he treated with respect
All men have a right 4) run for elective office
All met' are equal regardless of race
All men should help their fellows in time of need

Statements Actions
That Conflict That Conflict

Lesson III. The bulk of the period is
spent in discussing the conflicts that
appear to exist between the general
valuations and the actions of individ-
uals. Near the end of the period ex-
cerpts are distributed from "Address
of the Hon. John C. Calhoun, In the
Senate of U.S., On the Subject of Slav-
ery, March 4, 1850," and from "Mr.
Webster's Speech In the Senate of the
U.S., March 7, 1850, On the Slavery
Compromise." As homework the stu-
dents are asked to identify with a C in
the m :.rgin those statements which are
consistent with the American Creed
and an I by those statements which
are inconsistent.

Lesson IV. The entire period is spent in
analyzing the two speeches and their
consistency with the American Creed.
Typically the students will be bothered
by the statements made by Webster
which appear to be contrary to the
American Creed.

Lesson V. At the start of the period the
students are given an excerW from
congressional legislation entitled "An
Act to Amend and Supplementary to
the Act entitled `An Act Respecting
Fugitives from Justice, and Persons
Escaping from the Service of their
Masters'." Various students read sec-
tions of the teat aloud. The reading is
stopped as students recognize what
they believe to be provisions consistent
or inconsistent with the creed. This is
followed by general discussion of the
possibility of laws enacted by Congress
being contrary to the Creed. The ques-

tions of individual and group conduct
then become relevant. Should laws be
obeyed? Were illegal actions of the
abolitionists acceptable? Many con-
temporary illustrations of the issues
can be brought into the discussion.

Lesson VI. A recording of the Dred Scott
case is played. Excerpts of Dred Scott
versus John F. A. Sanford are handed
out. This is read awl discussed as in the
previous lesson. Students conclude that
some of the opinions expressed by the
Supreme Court were inconsistent with
the Creed. This is directed into a dis-
cussion of current inconsistencies in
such areas as housing, education and
job opportunities. At the end of the
period excerpts are given the students
from "The Second Joint Debate Held
by Lincoln--Douglas at Freeport on
August 27, 1858." Students are to
analyze this for the next day.

Lesson VII. The class is divided into
small discussion groups and given 40
minutes to develop a position on the
extent to which the statements made
by Lincoln and Douglas are consistent
with the American Creed. A chairman
reports for each group and must de-
fend the position taken by his group.
One group is able to report and a
heated discussion follows as its group
defends its view.

Lesson VIII. Entire period is taken tip by
the reports from each group and the
defense of these reports. Creat con-
sternation develops over Lincoln an.'
his views. Near the end of the period
the teacher says: "We have been dis-



covering that in the 1850's statements
were made and actions taken regarding
Negroes that were in conflict with the
genera! valuations of the American
Creed. Is this also the case in the
1970's?" A sheet is distributed to each
student headed "Conflicts With the
American Creed." The instructions are
to list for the next day's class three or
more statements you have made or
heard or actions you have taken or
seen respecting Negrres that were in
conflict with the Creed.

Lesson IX. Examples of the specific ac-
tions are supplied by the students and
placed on the board for discussion. An
effort is made to extract the valuation
they imply and to relate them to the
general valuation with which they seem
to be in conflict.
This series of lessons could be followed
up in many ways. It is not suggested
that teachers should follow rigidly the
series of lessons suggested above but
they do indicate a basic strategy as well
as several specific techniques that
might be used.

VII. SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL: AN
ADAPTATION OF THE
COMPARATIVE CULTURE
APPROACH
(Adapted from a proposal for a course in
international relations pre-,:ated by Gil-
bert Sutherland at Neenah. Only the first
unit is given here but it is suggestive of
the approach used throughout the
course.)

Unit I Introduction to
International Relations

In the Introduction to International
Relations, students will begin to think
seriously about international relations.
The introductory approach will be to
examine some fundamental questions
about man, namely: Is man the highest
form of life? Why? What arc the differ-
ences between man and the animals? Is

there such a thing as the nature of man?
Is man basically warlike? Are there cer-
tain universals, or kinds of values, found
in all cultures? Is there anything upon
which man can agree? What is culture?
Are values relative to time, place, and
circumstance? Is there such a thing as an
ideal culture? What are the major sources
of tension in our world today?

In addition, this intP)claction will be-
gin to give students an idea of what is
meant by international relations, to show
the,n that international relations are very
complex but that all nations in the
modern world are part of a global inter-
dependent system.

Objentives
To help students understand:

1. What we mean when we talk of in-
ternational relations

2. What is involved in international
relations

. What the factors are which shape
international relations today

4. That international relations are very
complex and cannot be dealt with
simply

5. The factors which contribute to
world tensions today

This introductory unit is also intended to:
1. Get students to question some of

their own values and ideas
and

2. Introduce students to serious
thought about international rela-
tions and the relationships between
man in the world today

Basic Concepts
1. Patterns of behavior are largely

products of the past. In order to
arrive at solutions to new problems
this must be taken into account.

2. Erch impression of an event is in-
gueneed by the experience and cul-
ture of the observer.

3. Human nature is basically similar
throughout the world, but humans
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take on the characteristics of their
culture.

4. All nations in the modern world are
part of a global interdependent sys-
tem of economic, sociological, cul-
tural and political life.

The following questions may be used to
serve the basic objectives of the introduc-
tory unit:

1. What, if any differences exist be-
tween Man and the other animals?

2. Is Man really the highest form of
life? Why?

3. Is it foolish to ask why can't Man
behave more like animals?

4. Is it possible to conclude that there
are certain universals, or kinds of
values found in all cultures? Are
there any absolutes which apply
equally to all societies?

5. Would you agree that all values
are relative to time, place, and
circumstance?

6. Would you say that there is such a
thing as an ideal culture? Do we,
as Americans, have an ideal cul-
ture? How do we violate this ideal?

7. Would it be wrong to assume that
all culture patterns are equally
"good' or that "one culture is as
good as another"? Why?

8. How do you respond to this con-
cept? "Practices and beliefs must
always be evaluated within the
cultural context in which they
occur."

9. Do you agree that the ways of any
people are entitled to respect as
long as they do not do violence to
others?

10. Is there such thing as "the nature
of man"? How would you describe
this nature? Would you say that it
is part of man's nature to be war-
like?

11. What are the important boundary
lines between the peoples of this
world? (StArces of tension.) Which
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ones do you feel are most impor-
tant? Why?

12. Comment on this statement: "We
are not our brother's keepers. We
should mind our own business. Our
nation has become great by hard
work on the part of our citizens.
If other nations followed our ex-
ample, they would not have to ask
us for help."

13. Is there a "best" system of govern-
ment? Explain.

14. If you were responsible for deter-
mining foreign policy, are there
any principles or ideological goals
you would seek at "all costs"?
What do you mean by "all cost"?

15. It has been said that the world
situation is a maker of United
States foreign policy. How would
you describe the "world situation"?
To what extent does our nation
determine the world situation?
What are the other factors which
determine the world situation?

16. What factors influence your opin-
ion regarding foreign affairs? To
what extent are you free to make
up your own mind about directions
oar foreign policy should take?

17. Should foreign policy-making be
left to the "experts"? What roles
can and should informed citizens
play in the making of foreign
policy?

18. George Washington in his Fare-
well Address of 1796 said: "The
great rule of conduct for us in re-
gard to foreign nations, is to have
. . . as little political connections
as possible. Europe (and the world)
has a set of primary interests,
which to us have none, or very
remote relation. Hence she (and
they) must be engaged in frequent
controversies, the causes of which
are essentially foreign for our con-
cerns. Hence, therefore, it must be



unwise in ourselves to implicate
ourselves, by artificial ties . . ."
Do you believe that Washington's
words apply to our role in the
world today? Why?

19. Are there any old myths which
tend to hamper our thinking about
international affairs? What are
they? What are the realities?

READINGS FOR UNIT I INTRODUCTION TO INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
1. Benedict, Ruth, Patterns of Culture, Boston, Massachusetts: Houghton-Mifflin, Chapter 1.
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VIII. UPPER LEVEL ELEMENTARY
THROUGH HIGH SCIOOL
DETERMINING THE VALUES
STUDENTS HOLD
(Adapted from material developed by the
staff at James Madison Memorial High
School, Madison)

The teacher hands out the descriptions
of several persons as given below. The
students are instructed to spend a few
minutes reading over the descriptions
and make a decision based on the follow-
ing: "These ten people are all that remain
on an island in the Aegean Sea which is
threatened with destruction by an active
volcano. The last small plane has landed
and only three people can be evacuated.
The rest are doomed. Which three would
you select to evacuate"?

The teacher places the names of the
ten people on the board and gathers the
student's decisions, keeping a tally on the
board. The decisions tend to cluster their
choices. A discussion follows in which the
students analyze why they decided to
ignore one person while saving another.
The students may discover that they
value youth, certain types of talent, and
family life, for example. In any case, they

begin to consider what values reside be-
hind the choices they make. A teacher or
group of teachers can easily construct
another set of descriptions that may snit
differing age levels or instructional pur-
poses.
REVEREND ALAN CRITTEN: Metho-
dist minister, 45 years old, married, three
children, has worked in Methodist mis-
sions in Iran and Pakistan, an accom-
plished organist, active in several "better
care for the aged" marches in Miami,
popular on Miami university campus
particularly with student radicals who
rallied to his cause with a number of
peaceful marches and demonstrations.
JUDY TILDEN: high school student, 16,
on vacation with parents who are con-
cerned with her health; she has a chronic
lung problem which may or may not lead
to her early death because of her suscep-
tibility to TB, pneumonia, and other lung
disorders, she is an excellent student in-
terested in science and music.
RALPH TILDEN: father of Judy, 42,
electronics engineer, self-employed, has
created several circuit designs used by
computer manufacturers and is consid-
ered an electronics genius. Owns patents
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on several of these designs and from them
has made a great deal of money; believes
every man should be his own boss and
earn his own way, detests people who are
critical of American foreign policy, is a
"hawk" on Vietnam and a member of the
John Birch Society.
HELEN TILDEN: wife of Ralph and
mother of Judy, housewife, 41, a former
school teacher active in civic affairs, has
far different political philosophy from her
husband, worked hard for the election of
several liberal politicians in her commun-
ity, frequently serves on committees con-
cerned with changing state and local tax
structures, believes that those who make
large inc Ames should pay much more in
taxes than those with low incomes; she
is in very good health.
JOAN MOORE: registered nurse, single,
25, on first vacation in three years, works
in St. Louis hospital in intensive care
ward for patients with serious heart prob-
lems, well-skilled with various electronic
apparatuses for monitering heart ai!ments
and stimulating heart action, engaged to
be married in two months to university
geography professor.
PHILIP HENDERSON: art student at
University of Indiana, 22, in good health
though run down because of long hours
and poor eating habits during periods of
creativity, has already received consider-
able attention as promising artist through
several private showings in the mid-west,
is very shy and careless about personal
grooming (he seldom bathes), occasion-
ally experiments with mind-expanding
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drugs to bring new forms to his art, has
f-w interests outside art but regularly
,works in art classes for emotionally dis-
turbed patients in a mental hospital, has
come to island to think and paint.
THOMAS STARK: retired Iowa farmer,
88, in excellent health, has recently volun-
teered for Peace Corps and is vacationing
with his granddaughter before taking an
assignment in Colombia, will work with
impoverished farmers on irrigation and
poultry-raising projects, has great knowl-
edge of corn farming and raising chick-
ens, wife died one year ago and he wishes
to spend several years helping poor farm-
ers in other nations.
CINDY STARK: granddaughter of
Thomas, 4 years old, bright child who
loves bugs, turtles and snakes, affection-
ate girl, who hates to see anything hurt
and is always nursing sick animals.

FREDERICK HESS: plumber, 34, good
health, married father of five, secretary to
his local union, a hard worker and skillful
plumber, active Roman Catholic who
works with teenagers in his church, well-
known in his county Democratic party.

VIRGINIA HESS: wife of Frederick, 34,
good health, mother of five, librarian in
legal library in county court house, con-
sidered a good mother, head of neighbor-
hood improvement association which
pushed city into creating a new park area
and improving trash pick-up throughout
the community, has helped organize and
plan the Community Chest drive for three
of the last five years.
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Part IV

Summary

Americans, like all humans, are social crea-
tures. We live together in groups that range in
size from a family of two or three to a nation of
some 205 million people. Being a successfol
group member and at the same time a self-
actualizing individual are imperatives for all
members of our society. The forces of change in
all aspects of living and working that have
characterized recent American history have
created a new imperative for the schools in
their task of educating students for citizenship.
Students must become more knowledgeable,
generally, about the conditions, problems and
realities surrounding them, and must, at the
same time, become skillful in the use of their
knowledge. Satisfying this demand is compli-
cated, however, by the fact that change occurs
so rapidly that new knowledge confronts man
even before he can understand the past. With
each passing year we can assume that a smaller
portion of knowledge will be learned. Thus,
knowledge must be viewed not only as a prod-
uct but also as a tool to be applied toward the
solution of personal and social problems in a
world of constantly accelerating rates of change.
Students will need more than ever before to
develop, possess and use the rational powers,
skills of analysis, methods of inquiry and ways
of discovering meaning for themselves to cr.pe
with present and future problems and condi-

tions of life which cannot be foreseen, or per-
haps, even imagined today.

If a social studies program is to reflect the
above concerns of man's understanding and
interrelationship with his total enviloiinu-nt, it
becomes necessary that said social studies pro-
gram give attention to not only knowledge and
values, but to cognitive inquiry processes and
the processes of valuing.

This publication has presented a discussion of
elements that make up a meaningful social
studies program a program which empha-
sizes reflective thought and the tools of rational
decision making.

It is understood by the State Social Studies
Curriculum Committee that the task of curricu-
lum development and instructional improve-
ment is never ending. Change will not just
happen in the social studies; it must be planned,
organized and worked for by all members of
the profession. Efforts are now underway to
develop further information in human relations
and environmental education, as well as irnple-
in entation and evaluation strategies.

The dream of the "new" social studies is
being translated into reality all over Wisconsin,
and it is the h.:pe of the State Committee that
this publication, along with those to follow, will
aid in the translation process.
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Knowledge

(conceptual scheme)

Processes

Appendix A
Generalizations Incorporating Major Social Studies Concepts*

History
I. Change is inevitable, and the rate of

change is uneven among within so-
cieties.

II. Human experience is both continuous and
interrelated (continuity).

III. Acts and events have both causes and con-
sequences which are never simple and
often complex (cause and effect).

'Major concepts are in bold face. The generalizations
listed here are taken From A Corceptual Framework
for the Social Studies in Wisconsin Schools, publication
#7-145 of the Wisconsin Department of Public Instruc-
tion, Madison, Wisconsin, price: $1.00.
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IV. People tend to fudge or interpret the past
in the light of their own times and experi-
ence (nature of evidence).

V. Each civilization has certain significant
values and beliefs that evolve out of the
developing culture, and in turn, influence
is growth and development.

Anthropology Sociology
I. Man is 2 unique being. and while each

individual is unique in some ways, greater
similarities exist among men than dis-
similarities.

II. Man has unique. common needs which
are met within a social setting through a
membership in primary and secondary



groups (social being).
III. Within these groups man develops ac-

cepted ways and means of meeting his
needs and coping with the problems of
living in groups. These ways and means
are called institutions.

IV. A society's whole system of institutions,
including the artifacts it produces, consti-
tutes its culture. All cultures have some
common characteristics called cultural uni-
versals.

V. Individuals learn accepted ways of per-
ceiving, thinking and behaving from their
culture and in turn can effect changes in
that culture as it becomes inefficient or
self-defeating in meeting the needs of the
society it serves (acculturation, assimila-
tion, patterning of behavior),

VI. This cultural change is a continuous and
accelerating process, effected through in-
vention and borrowing. Change in one
facet of a culture brings about a change
throughout that culture (cultural change).

Political Science
I. Every society creates laws. Penalties and

sanctions are provided for violations of
law.

II. Governments are established by m.-n to
provide protection and services. In some
governments people delegate the author-
ity; in others authority is imposed (philoso-
phy ..ideology).

III. Democracy is government in which deci-
sion snaking is in the hands of the people
who make their desires known through
voting, political parties and pressure
groups. Democracy seeks to protect the
rights of individuals and minority groups.

IV. Citizenship involves varying degrees of
obligations and privileges depending upon
the form of 6 Nvernment. An active, edu-
cated citizenry is essential to a democracy
(leadership).

V. There is a division of responsibility and an
interdependence at all levels of govern-
ment; local, state and national. All nations
of the world are becoming more interde-
pendent (institutions).

Economics
I. The conflict between unlimited wants and

limited natural and human resources is the
basic economic problem. Scarcity still per-
sists in the world today.

II. Man constantly tries to narrow the gap
between limited resources and unlimited
wants. Geographical, occupational and
technological specialization (division of
work) are the results of his desire to pro-
duce more, better and faster.

III. Specialization leads to interdependence
which demands a market (price) where
buyers and sellers can meet. The market,
in turn, needs money which will serve as a
medium of exchange, measure of value and
a store of value.

IV. All of mankind is faced with four economic
decisions: (1) what and how much to pro-
duce? (2) how much and in what way land
(natural resources), labor and management
and capital (tools) are to be used for pro-
duction; (3) are the goods and services to
he used for further production or immedi-
ate consumption? (4) who shall receive the
products and in what proportion? (distribu-
tion).

V. Public policy, derived from a peoPlc's
value system, modifies the operation of the
market to promote economic growth, sta-
bility and security while attempting to
minimize restrictions and injustices (bus-
ness cycles).

Geography
I. Spatial relationship exists between any

place on earth and all other places. A rela-
tionship between two or more locations
involves direction, distance and time.
Maps are representations of all or parts of
the earth. They are used to record and
analyze the spatial distributions and rela-
tionships of earth features and of people
and their life on the earth.

HI. Regions refers to an area delimited signifi-
cantly different from other areas on the
basis of one or morc selected physical or
cultural characteristics.

IV. Geographic linkage is evident among
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countless human settlements through the
exchange of messages, goods and services.

V. New geographies are created as people
develop new ideas and technology, as their

K

appraisal and use of earth spaces change.
They rearrange themselves, their activities
and their creations over the earth and even
modify features of the earth itself.

Appendix B
Skills In Social Studies Education

SKILLS ' Locating Appropriate Pictures ..

IN LO- °Telling Main Ideas
CATING °Asking Questions
AND °Selecting Facts and Ideas groups in mind
GATHER- °--Use Newspaper and Current Magazines
ING °Recording Main Ideas
INFOR- °Locating Boas Related To Subject
MATION °Interviewing

° Locating Magazines and Periodicals
°Using Title Page
°Using Table of Contents

°Nlaking Inventories
°Developing a Questionnaire
M aking Outlines
eUsing Key Words

°Using A Dictionary
°Using Index
°Using Glossary
°Using Encyclopedia .......... . .............. . ..... ......
°Using Appendix

°Using Preface
°Using Introduction
°Using Picture and Clipping File
°Using Topical Listings
°Using Atlas and World Almanac
°Using Card Catalog

°Taking Notes
°Using Footnotes
°Using Cross References

°Using Reader's Guide

°Indicates point of initiation
12

This chart made with "average" classroom

is
Yet
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SKILLS "Listening Intently
IN PROB- "Identifying Difficulties and Problems
LEM "Interpreting Titles
SOLVING "Re-Reading for Clarification
AND "Checking with Other Sources
CRITI- *Differentiating Fact From Opinion
CAL "Determining How To Arrange and Organize Data
THINK- "Interpreting Pictures, Graphs, Tables
ING "Identifying Sources
(A) Anal- "Identifying Emotional Words
yzing and "Pointing Out False Ideas
Evalu- "Evaluating Speaker's Qualifications
ating "Detecting Evidence of Propaganda
Informa-
tion

(B) "Recounting Experiences
Organiz- "Placing Ideas In Order
ing Ideas "Following Directions

"Separating Relevant From Unrelated Ideas
"Keeping To The Point
"Selecting Appropriate Titles

"Listing
"Using Technical Terms

"Describing Important People and Events
"Using Oul lines
"Grouping Related Ideas

*D'stinguishing Main Points
"Placing Events in Sequence
"Defining and Introducing A Topic
"Using Topic Sentences
"Checking Meaning of Vocabulary
"Presenting Conflicting Views and Statements

imming and Summarizing Materials
"Making Bibliographies

"Making Footnotes
(C) "Seeing Rights As A Majority Rule Principle
Reaching "Seeing Cause and Effect Relationships
a Con- "Comparing Problems With Previous Experiences
structive "Recognizing What inferences Nay Be Made
Compro- "Suggesting Solutions
mise *Discovering Compromise That Enables Progress Without
SKILLS Di stroying Basic Rights and Institutions
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IN *Engaging In Fair Play
INTER- °Taking Turns
PERSON- *Following Rules and Laws
AL RELA- °Listening To Reason
TIONS Withholding Judgment Until Facts Are Known
AND ' Observing Actions Of Others
GROUP °---Developing Courteous Behavior
PARTICI- 'Learning How To Disagree
PATION °Giving Constructive criticism

°Finding Ways To Include Newcomers
°Introducing People
°Inviting People
°Planning and Contributing Ideas
Dividing Responsibilities
°Keeping To The Task
°-- Showing Appreciation Of Other's Efforts
°Making Choices and Decisions

*Handling Interruptions
*Suggesting Alternatives
°Anticipating Consequence Of Group Discussion Or Action

°--Defending A Report
°Suggesting Means Of Group Evaluation

°Following Parliamentary Procedure
SPE- °Orienting One's Direction
CIFIC °Learning To Make Map Plans
MAP Devising Symbols For Maps And Globes
AND °Interpreting Flat Maps
GLOBE *Learning Names Of Cardinal Directions
SKILLS °Becoming Familiar With Map Symbols

'1Interpreting Map Symbols
°Interpreting Political Maps

°Interpreting Product Maps
°Locating Places On Maps And Globes
°Tracing Routes
°Interpreting Topographic Features
°Interpreting Scale Of Miles ..... ......
lbInterpreting Weather Maps

Using Parallels And Meridians
Interpreting Road Maps Town State
°Interpreting Outer Space Maps

Interpreting Degree Of Latitude Into Miles
Interpreting Degree Of Longitude Into Time
Interpreting Polar Projectior Maps

TIME --Relating Dates To Personal Expert. ices
AND ' Making Use Of Calendar
SPATIAL Developing Critical Thinl:inf, About Events Arid Dates
BELA- °Developing And Using Vocabulary Of Time Expressions .
TION- Placing Related Events In Chronological Order
SHIP ' Developing Numerical Chronology
SKILLS
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